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Dear reader,

Things fall apart. We comprehend this when we shove facts together to cobble together 
truth. Perhaps prestige fades, a pillar of  the community is trampled, or a noxious culture 
prohibits a man from living how he chooses. Things do not just fall but pull apart. 
Diplomacy with fate seems fruitless.

Internal tension grounds each article and artwork in this volume. Per the cover art, what 
the seer wants to dissect, the subject dissembles with the hint of  crinkling, bemused eyes. 
Why have you wandered here? each approach to truth asks. We reach for the authentic, but do 
not first notice the gravity of  obsession and perfect loneliness, that rehearsing a fact does 
not remove its mask. Why would infections occur in a safe medical practice? Why would 
wandering lead to no destination?

Because the open inquiry reveals the stupidity of  expectations. That things pull apart is 
then a virtue: we observe and understand the parts alone. We do not understand how the 
whole works until we cling to the atom to comprehend its anatomy.

Forbes & Fifth asks readers to evade expectations and embark on discovery. As I’ve known 
it personally, the journal espouses the diversity of  thought and perspective that show the 
many paths to truth. My earnest hope is that we of  differing tribes commune through 
what we share.

With that, read on—enjoy what’s in store.

My best wishes,

Lucas Grasha
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Dear reader, 

While designing this issue, I was reminded of  a famous quote by Albert Einstein: “The 
important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existing.”

All of  the work in this issue is greatly inspired through the author’s or the artist’s own 
curiosity. Like Lucas said, these pieces are grounded in tension—seeking to explain 
the unexplainable and imagine the unimaginable. Each contributor brings a unique 
perspective and perfectly embodies the interdisciplinary nature of  our publication. For 
it’s in this mix of  the humanities and the sciences, of  art and writing, that we’re able to 
explore new passions and curiosities in this way.

What I love about Forbes & Fifth is that it gives students from any discipline the 
opportunity to showcase their curiosity. Likewise, my last semester with Forbes & Fifth has 
also given me the opportunity to explore my own curiosity through design and illustration, 
drawing more abstractly and incorporating a more vibrant color palette.

I’m so proud of  the hard work our authors, artists, and editors have done to bring 
this issue to life. I’d especially like to thank our cover artist Mackenzie Hyde for the 
beautiful painting we are so excited to feature on the cover. Lastly, I’m so grateful for the 
opportunity to serve as designer this past year, and I hope you enjoy reading this issue as 
much as I enjoyed designing it. 

Happy reading,

Grace Cooper





The University of  Pittsburgh

Abhishek is a senior at the University of  Pittsburgh interested in 
classicism. Their article describes the “Amarna System”, one of  
he world’s oldest and most expansive diplomatic systems. The 
letters reveal a unique mix of  family dynamics and empire-scale 
politics, and the letters read as if  between brothers.

Abhishek Mishra

The Armana System



At the heart of  diplomacy lies 

communication. Even in this 

modern day and age where 

communication is near-instantaneous, 

the sheer task of  communicating an 

entire nation’s needs and demands to 

another is no small undertaking. From 

the early 17th to the early 12th century 

BCE, “Great Kingdoms” ruled by 

“Great Kings” jockeyed for control of  

a region roughly encompassing modern 

day Turkey, Iran, the Levant, and Egypt.i  

These kingdoms’ ability to resolve issues 

through diplomacy along with their 

system of  regular communication was 

the key to the success of  these Kingdoms. 

Compared to later forms of  diplomacy, 

Great Kings derived political obligation 

and action from friendship and kinship 

ties rather than from abstractions such 

as the national interest.ii These Kings 

communicated with each other via 

messengers to facilitate diplomacy. Kings 

addressed each other as “My Brother”, 

and much of  the writing of  the Amarna 

Letters included complaints about trifles 

such as the paltriness of  a royal brother’s 

gifts, the lack of  courtesy shown to a royal 

brother’s envoys, or the failure to send a 

message of  sympathy to a royal brother 

who had fallen ill.iii The Great Kings of  

this time created the ‘Amarna Style’ of  

brotherly diplomacy through a unique 

balance of  trade, power, and prestige 

tempered by shared cultural ideas of  

family.

Setting the Scene

Understanding the political map of  the 

Near East during the Late Bronze Age 

informs the context of  contemporaneous 

diplomacy. Five major kingdoms 

emerged in this age: the Hittite kingdom 

in central Anatolia; the Hurrian kingdom 

of  Mitanni in Upper Mesopotamia and 

northern Syria; the Mitanni kingdom, 

which would collapse in the 14th century; 

the Kingdom of  Assyria in northern 

Mesopotamia; the Kassite kingdom of  

Babylon in southern Mesopotamia; and 

the Kingdom of  Egypt. For much of  the 

Late Bronze Age, all but the Mitanni 

controlled the Near Eastern, since 
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Assyria replaced Mitanni in the second 

half  of  this period.v, vi, vii 

The Amarna Letters

The Amarna Letters are a body of  

correspondence exchanged between the 

Pharaoh of  Egypt, his client kingdoms, 

and the other Great Powers of  the Near 

East. These letters are some of  the 

earliest examples of  diplomacy in human 

history.viii They were discovered in 1887 

CE in El-Amarna, the former capital 

of  the Pharaoh Akhenaten. The Letters 

span about 30 years of  correspondence,ix 

though their system likely existed for 

much longer. They were written in 

Akkadian, the lingua franca of  the time. 

Most of  the Letters recovered detailed 

correspondence between Northern 

Kings and the Pharaoh of  Egypt.

The Amarna Letters provide critical 

insight into the diplomatic protocol 

of  the Great Powers during this time. 

Almost invariably, the dominant diction 

in the Letters uses analogies rooted in 

brotherhood and family. References to 

familial matters—greetings, recollection 

of  family history, inquiries after health and 

sickness, respect for the dead, marriage, 

invitations to visit, gift-giving—comprise 

much of  the correspondence. Even the 

kings negotiated defensive alliances with 

the frame of  fraternal piety rather than 

national interest.x The Letters outline 

the thought processes of  the kings and 

provide insight into their lives unknown 

to the public during the kings’ respective 

reigns. Over many years, this system of  

communication developed its own rules 

and conventions, all of  which relied 

upon the familial bonds the Great Kings 

claimed to share. The Amarna system 

developed out of  the practical need for 

diplomacy and communication among 

the Great Powers and of  the similarities 

that family dynamics shared with politics 

during this time.

The System that Created the 

Amarna Letters

The basis of  the Amarna diplomatic 

system was in the geo-political makeup 

of  the region. Supreme among the Great 

Powers was the Egypt of  the 18th dynasty. 

Under Thutmosis III, Egypt fought a 

series of  17 campaigns in Canaan and 

southern Syria and controlled the ports 

and principalities in the area.xi Although 

this expansion of  Egyptian power came 

at the expense of  Mittani, by the time of  

Amenophis III, the two states enjoyed 

friendly relations. This likely responded to 

a shared fear of  the Hittites encroaching 

from the north. Because of  the military 
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victories of  Suppilulumas, the Hittites 

enjoyed their status as a Great Power. 

By the time of  Suppiluliumas’ death, 

the Hurrian kingdom of  Mittani had 

disintegrated, and the Hittites occupied 

much of  Syria. Assyria ascended, much 

to the detriment of  a now-weakened 

Babylon under the ‘Great King’ Ashur-

uballit. Babylon remained on good terms 

with Egypt for the period of  the Amarna 

letters, but was eventually annexed by 

Assyria.xii, xiii 

The key to the creation of  this system 

was for the Great Kings to recognize 

that (1) no single power could acquire 

hegemony; (2) the region was big enough 

for a Great King to satisfy realistic 

territorial ambitions; and (3) peaceful 

interaction between peers offered many 

benefits in terms of  international trade 

opportunities and access to sought-after 

materials from other lands. Additionally, 

all kings likely saw that their own dynasties 

had greater longevity thanks to the 

improved stability of  the greater region.
xiv My belief  is that the “Brotherhood 

of  Kings” arose from this ‘cooperation 

within conflict’ necessarily. The Great 

Kings realized the many advantages 

of  extensive diplomatic ties, but at the 

same time, they could not stomach being 

treated as anything less than equal to the 

other Great Kings. The only suitable 

way to strike this balance between the 

kings would have been to characterize 

their relations within the context of  

brotherhood and family. ‘Family’ in this 

culture and context referred to the large 

extended family, which consisted of  many 

brothers (and their wives and children) 

living together under one household 

around one all-powerful patriarch. 

The brothers may quarrel occasionally, 

but overall, there was an abundance 

of  brotherly love and they presented 

a uniform front to any outsider.xv The 

context of  maintaining equality between 

Kings, the patriarch figure was done 

away with for simplicity—as long as the 

Kings all maintained equal status.

Being a part of  the 

“Brotherhood of  Kings”

Being a part of  this fraternal group 

was highly exclusive. Only Great Kings 

were permitted to send ambassadors to 

other Great Kings, receive the symbolic 

sulmanu greeting-gift, and conduct 

business in the fraternal group.xvi This 

act of  conformity was called parsu, 

the code of  international norms and 

customs between equal Great Kings.xvii 

Negotiation was an activity solely and 
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exclusively reserved for the great power 

members of  the diplomatic club; the very 

agreement to negotiate was synonymous 

with acknowledgment of  one’s equal 

status. Vassal principalities, in contrast, 

were entirely excluded from diplomacy 

and were not entitled to send messengers 

to states other than their sovereign. They 

might beg him for a favor, but the give-and-

take of  a negotiation was closed to them. 

In accord with this principle of  kinship, 

Great Kings thought of  themselves as 

entering a fraternal relationship when 

they established diplomatic ties. As 

brothers, they were members of  the same 

family and household, united by bonds 

of  love and friendship.xviii They addressed 

each other quite naturally as ‘brother’, 

sent presents, asked after each other’s 

health, and participated in ‘life-cycle’ 

events such as mourning on the death 

of  a foreign king. To further cement 

their relations, they sometimes entered 

dynastic marriages.

An example of  this familial bond is 

found in a letter written circa 1270 B.C.E. 

by the Hittite king Hattusili to “the great 

king...my brother” Kadashman-Enlil 

II of  Babylonia. The message reflects 

a calculated attempt by Hattusili to 

conciliate Kadashman-Enlil after a period 

of  weakened communication between 

the two countries. The Hittite king offers 

several political concessions to secure 

Babylonia as an ally against Assyria. Yet 

the document’s language and arguments 

used take a familial tone. Hattusili, in 

formulaic terms, describes the well-being 

of  his family and possessions and inquires 

after the Babylonian king. Afterwards, 

Hattusili presents the moral basis for 

resuming close political cooperation:

When your father and I established diplomatic 

relations and when we became like loving brothers, 

we did not become brothers for one day only; did 

we not establish permanent brotherly relations 

based on equal standing? We [then] made the 

following agreement: We are only human beings; 

the survivor shall protect the interests of  the sons 

of  the one of  us who has gone to his fate. While 

the gods have kept me alive and preserved my 

rule, your father passed away and I mourned 

him as befits our brotherly relationship xix

In this letter, we see clear evidence of  

the brotherly bond that the Great Kings 

created with each other. We also see 

another development here: when one of  

the Great Kings passes away, the familial 

bond carries throughout generations. 

Hattusili evokes this when rekindling a 

political alliance with Babylonia. Though 

the language used is that of  a family letter, 
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there is obvious political significance 

to the actual content of  the letter. The 

reverse of  this depiction is presented in a 

letter from the same Hattusili to his rival 

Adad-nirari I, King of  Assyria, who had 

just conquered Mittani and now claimed 

the title of  Great King. The Hittite 

monarch angrily rejected this pretension:

With respect to brotherhood ... about which you 

speak - what does brotherhood mean? ... With 

what justification do you write about brotherhood 

...? Are not friends those who write to each other 

about brotherhood? Were perhaps you and I born 

of  the same mother? As my [father] and my 

grandfather did not write to the king of  Ashur 

[about brotherhood], even so must you not write 

[about brotherhood and] Great-kingship to mexx 

Hattusili did not intend to accept 

any of  the obligations implicit in an 

acknowledgment of  Adad-nirari’s 

status of  Great King. He would not 

legitimize his conquest, treat him as 

an equal, underwrite his rule, or make 

common cause with him. This significant 

exchange confirms that the notion of  

brotherhood was not an empty formula, 

but a solemn bond entailing far-reaching 

political consequences. The terminology 

of  brotherhood was not simply a form of  

polite address accompanying a pragmatic 

relationship of  mutual benefit. Had the 

Hittite and Assyrian kings already been 

linked by fraternal ties from the time of  

their forefathers, Hattusili would have 

found it difficult to evade the moral and 

political implications of  the relationship. 

Entering the Family

Among one of  the most interesting 

political mechanisms of  the Amarna 

system was the acceptance and recognition 

as a Great King. In the Amarna 

Letters, an interesting example of  this 

metamorphosis involves Ashur-uballit, 

King of  Assyria and grandfather of  

Adad-nirari. In a major initiative, Ashur-

uballit asked that pharaoh receive his 

messenger to request to enter diplomatic 

relations. The term ‘brother’ is not used 

in the letter, for there is no bilateral 

relationship nor is pharaoh addressed 

by name. However, introduction of  the 

term ‘King of  the Land of  Ashur’ in the 

same sentence with the title ‘King of  the 

Land of  Egypt’, and the presentation of  

a greeting gift are indications of  a bid 

for status as an equal Great King. By the 

time of  the next dispatch in the series, 

Ashur-uballit addressed Akhenaten 

as ‘Great King, King of  Egypt, my 

brother’, received Egyptian envoys and 

Egyptian gold, and haggled for more 

gold and jockeying for prestige.xxi The 
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international ramifications of  Assyria’s 

admission to the family were far-reaching, 

as we learn from a bitter protest sent to 

pharaoh by the Babylonian king. In it, 

Bumaburiash II, son of  Kadashman-

Enlil, complains that the reception of  

Assyrian envoys at the Egyptian court was 

a breach of  brotherly relations. Assyria, 

he insisted, was a Babylonian vassal, and 

had no right to send messengers: “Now, 

as for my Assyrian vassals, I was not the 

one who sent them to you. Why on their 

own authority have they come to your 

country? If  you love me, they will conduct 

no business whatsoever. Send them off to 

me empty-handed”.xxii From this protest, 

we learn that Assyria’s reception into 

the monarchical brotherhood would 

give it legitimacy as an independent 

kingdom. Babylon, the former sovereign 

of  Assyria and a declining power at this 

point, proved incapable of  preventing 

Assyria’s menacing ascent to great 

power status. Once Assyria had acquired 

diplomatic recognition, it could proceed 

to consolidate its position diplomatically, 

militarily, and financially. Becoming 

“brothers” with Egypt insured not only 

an alliance with the premier power of  

the region, but also legitimacy as a Great 

Power. Establishing relations with Egypt 

was an aggressive move by Assyria—one 

that rightfully worried the Babylonians. 

When push came to shove, which brother 

would Pharaoh support?

Truly Equal Brothers?

Though, officially, all the Great Kings 

regarded themselves as equal, privately, it 

seemed that the pharaohs of  Egypt were 

more powerful than the other kings. The 

Assyrian kingdom used ties to Amarna 

to legitimize itself, and the already 

weakened Babylon fell into a diplomatic 

death spiral as its former status as a Great 

Power waned. Egypt’s correspondents 

constantly asked for more gold or 

complained that they had received 

less gold than others. Implicitly—if  

brgrudgingly—recognizing Egypt’s 

supreme standing as the Greatest Power 

in the region, the other Great Kings saw 

themselves as rivals for the favor of  their 

elder brother. Burnaburiash II of  Babylon 

claims offense when pharaoh sends only 

5 chariots to escort a betrothed princess 

back to Egypt. The Egyptian king should 

treat him munificently, in order “That 

neighboring kings might hear it said, 

‘The gold is much. Among the kings there 

is brotherhood, amity, peace, and good 

relations,’ he was rich in stones, rich in 

silver, rich in gold”.xxiii A king’s standing 
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in the eyes of  his neighbors formed by 

equating brotherhood with friendship, 

peace, good relations, and material well-

being.

Conclusion

The Amarna system came into 

existence in the presence of  several 

sovereign states that desired a balance 

of  power, had mixed motives of  

cooperation and conflict, and held 

a range of  interdependent interests. 

Members of  the system possessed a deep 

sense of  fraternal and familial society. 

In these circumstances, they considered 

it essential to maintain regular channels 

to communicate and conduct business. 

Amarna diplomacy was governed by 

a set of  recognized conventions and 

established procedures. The Amarna 

kingdoms hardly constituted one republic; 

nevertheless, they comprised a single 

civilization and were ‘joined together by 

all kinds of  necessary commerce’xxiv as 

well as shared cultural aspects, especially 

in the realm of  family bonds.

The correspondence of  the Amarna 

letters indicates that the politics of  

the region were likened to bickering 

brothers trying to gain advantages 

over one another. Despite the personal 

vanities and lust for power among these 

individual Kings, they all recognized that 

there was no singular way for one power 

to control the entire region, and so, they 

created the Amarna system of  diplomacy 

not only to mediate the incessant fighting 

in the region but also to soothe their 

own egos. War could provide slaves, 

territory, and wealth to any nation, but 

only upon membership into the club of  

Great Powers did these Kings receive 

the prestige they so desperately desired. 

Their status as Great Kings was a 

constant concern. They were obsessed 

by questions of  prestige, which was key 

to both domestic control and external 

deterrence. From the Amarna letters, 

we can see that the Amarna system of  

diplomacy was involved in negotiating 

agreements, opening diplomacy with 

new powers, addressing grievances and 

protests with other Great Kings, and 

transporting gifts. Over hundreds of  

years, this system of  incredibly complex 

diplomacy involved multiple Kingdoms 

across the Near East—all thousands of  

years before the invention of  motorized 

communication.
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Introduction

Chronic Pancreatitis (CP) is 

a disease that results in the 

persistent inflammation of  the 

pancreas. Digestive enzymes made by 

the pancreas are usually released in an 

inactivated form, but in patients with CP, 

these digestive enzymes are active and 

effectively digest parts of  the pancreas, 

leading to inflammation. CP is associated 

with debilitating pain and low quality of  

life, prompting the use of  surgery to reduce 

painful symptoms. Total pancreatectomy 

with clinical autotransplantation or 

allotransplantation of  islet cells is a 

common treatment method for cases of  

moderate to severe CP (Johnson, 2014). 

During autotransplantation cases, the 

pancreas is removed and islet cells are 

harvested. The harvested pancreas is 

typically placed in chilled University of  

Wisconsin Solution (UWS) for transport, 

until islet cells can be isolated and 

transplanted. After isolating and washing 

the islet cells, a final transplant solution is 

prepared for hepatic portal vein infusion 

(Berger, 2016). 

Similarly, pancreata are harvested 

from deceased donors and transported 

in chilled, balanced electrolyte 

solution (typically UWS) during 

allotransplantation. Islets are harvested 

from the pancreata and purified via 

automated or manual processes. The 

isolated islet cells are then prepared for 

transplantation onto the liver, typically 

through portal vein infusion (Bucher, 

2005 & Gala-Lopez, 2013). 

Microbiological contaminants have 

been shown to be present in both 

transport and transplant solution 

media. This raises questions over how 

safe transplanting contaminated cell 

products really is. Particularly during 

autologous procedures, prior pancreatic 

intervention coupled with contamination 

from gut lining bacteria that occurs 

during the excision of  the pancreas can 

result in contaminated transport media. 

Since islet cells are isolated and washed 

but not completely purified during 

autotransplantation, final transplant 

solutions can be contaminated as well. 

Allotransplantation of  contaminated 

transplant solutions has also been 

documented in the literature, despite 

purification of  harvested pancreata. 

Even with incidences of  microbiological 

contamination, islet transplantation 

procedures continue to be used to 
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literature review is depicted in Figure 1.

Materials and Methods Literature 

Review Process

A literature review was conducted 

using the PubMed database. Studies 

published from January 1900 to July 2017 

were searched using the following filters: 

‘microbial contamination pancreatic 

islet’ OR ‘pancreatic transport solution 

contamination’ OR ‘autologous pancreatic 

islet transplant’. Abstracts were initially 

reviewed for content and full-text articles 

were subsequently reviewed for relevance. 

Studies including retrospective analysis, 

prospective analysis, or surveillance of  the 

microbiological environment with regard to 

autotransplantation or allotransplantation 

of  islet cells were included. Data regarding 

697 articles after initial searches using keywords: ‘microbial contamination pancreatic islet’ OR ‘pancreatic transport solution contamination’ OR ‘autologous pancreatic islet transplant’

697 studies reviewed 181 studies removed

Reasons for removal: 
· Pertaining to dogs
· Unrelated to Islet Transplantation

516 assessed for study eligibility 

503 studies removed due to:
· Lack of relevance
· Lack of microbial contamination data

13 studies included in final literature review
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treat chronic pancreatitis and diabetes 

(Johnson, 2014, Berger, 2016, Bucher, 

2005, & Gala-Lopez, 2013). 

The role of  microbiological 

contamination of  final transplant 

solutions during autotransplantation and 

allotransplantation of  islet cells has been 

examined through several studies in the 

literature (Johnson, 2014, Berger, 2016, 

Bucher, 2005, Gala-Lopez, 2013, Wray, 

2005, Balzano, 2013, Colling, 2015, 

Lakey, 1995, Carrol, 1992, & Murray, 

2014). However, the rate of  infectious 

complications, incidence of  concordant 

infections, and the most common 

contaminants have not been analyzed and 

compared between autotransplantation 

and allotransplantation. 

A literature review was conducted 

to compare transport and 

transplant solution contamination 

between autotransplantation and 

allotransplantation procedures, as 

well as to make recommendations for 

standards of  practice and future studies. 

Infectious complications arising from 

microbiological contamination were also 

assessed between the two categories of  

transplantation. The procedure through 

which articles were selected for the 

literature review is depicted in Figure 1.
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microbial contamination of  the transport 

or transplant solution were required for all 

included studies. Studies involving dogs and 

lacking contamination data for transport 

or transplant solution were excluded from 

the review (See Figure 1). All studies in 

the final review used human pancreata for 

transplantation.

Following the selection of  articles, studies 

were assessed for bias to remove noticeably 

subjective influences on data. Data regarding 

contamination of  the microbiological 

environment, postoperative infection rates, 

and common contaminants were assessed in 

this literature review. The primary outcome 

was assessing the relationship between 

contaminated transport or transplant 

solution and infectious patient outcomes 

postoperatively. Secondary outcomes 

included noting common contaminants 

present in islet solutions, common infectious 

outcomes, and antibiotic administration. 

Results

A total of  697 articles from January 1900 

to July 2017 were found through the search. 

After excluding studies pertaining to dogs 

and unrelated to islet transplantation, 516 

studies were assessed for review eligibility. 

Quality of  methodology, microbial 

contamination data, and relevance were 

critiqued in the remaining studies and were 

factors in the assessment for eligibility. After 

removing duplications, the selection process 

yielded 13 studies that met all inclusion 
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Table 1. Summary of  Study Characteristics 

Key: HIIA = Human Islet Isolation for Allotransplantation, HIPA = Human Islet 
Preparation for Allotransplantation, DHIPA = Decontamination of  Human Islet 
Preparation for Allotransplantation



criteria and thus are included in this review.

In all 13 studies, islet cells were harvested 

from pancreata and placed into transport 

solution, typically UWS or some other 

balanced electrolyte solution. All but 

three studies provided transport solution 

contamination data, as samples were taken 

from transport solution and cultured as 

part of  microbiologic surveillance. This 

procedure involves taking a small sample 

of  islet transport solution, culturing it in a 

petri dish with agar and sugar, and leaving 

it alone for several days. If  bacteria are 

present in the sample, several colonies will 

be visible on the plate after a few days. A 

similar procedure is also typically used 

when determining transplant solution 

contamination, except the sample is taken 

from the solution that will be transplanted. 

Contamination in transport solution was 

common, ranging from 17.8% to 89.3% of  

cultured samples showing bacterial or fungal 

growth during the culture period (Table 2). 

Microorganisms found in transport solution 

were diverse across all study groups, 

including aerobic, anaerobic, and fungal 

species. A single contaminant was most 

commonly found in a contaminated culture. 

However, nearly all authors also reported 

multiple transport cultures with more than 

one microorganism present. 

The most common contaminants 

reported in transport solution were Gram-

positive aerobic bacteria (Table 2). Gram-

negative species were also reported in 

transport solution along with anaerobic 

bacteria, but Gram-positive species were 

often also present in the culture. Here, 

Gram-positive and negative refers to the 

Gram staining procedure, during which 

a special purple dye is added to a culture 

of  bacterial cells. The dye will cross the 

bacterial membrane and wind up in the 

cytoplasm and in the space between cells. 

Bacterial cells with thick cell walls usually 

contain peptidoglycan, a molecule with 

both sugar and protein residues. The dye 

will cross the membrane of  these bacteria 

and remain stuck inside due to the thick cell 

walls, staining these cells purple, or Gram-

positive. Bacteria with thin cell walls will 

allow dye to cross the membrane in both 

directions, often leaving a lighter pink color 

inside the cell. These bacteria are referred to 

as Gram-negative species. Staphylococcus, 

Streptococcus, and Candida species were 

particularly common among all studies in 

transport solution and all are Gram-positive 

species.

After islet cells are harvested, the cells are 

isolated and processed prior to transplant. 

In the case of  allotransplantation, an 
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accompanying purification process occurs 

using an antibiotic wash as a decontaminating 

agent. Cefazolin is the standard antibiotic 

used during this procedure, but the study by 

Qi et al. presented a novel decontamination 

method using multiple antibiotics in tandem 

to purify contaminated islet cells. This study 

reported low contamination rates following 

the special purification process.

Final transplant solution, containing the 

processed islet cells that are to be infused via 

the hepatic portal vein, was also studied as 

part of  microbiological surveillance. This is 

the solution that was directly transplanted 

into patients with CP, so it is carefully 

monitored for bacterial contamination. 

Contamination of  the final islet product also 

occurred, but at a lower rate than transport 

solution. Final transplant contamination 

ranged from 4.3% to 64.3% of  cultured 

samples. Fungal and bacterial growth were 

reported in final transplant solution, with 

Gram-positive aerobic bacteria being the 

most common contaminants. Fungal species 

were rarely reported but are of  special 

concern since treatment of  individuals with 

fungal organisms is different from treatment 

of  individuals with bacterial infections. 

Staphylococcus and Streptococcus species 

were common, but studies reported greater 

frequencies of  Enterococcus and various 

other Gram-positive species in final islet 

preparations relative to the original, 

unpurified transport solutions (Table 2). 

Despite the lack of  purification procedures 

during typical autotransplantations, 

contamination of  final transplant solution 

saw a percent decrease ranging from 
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Table 2. Transport and Transplant Solution Contamination Rates.

Note: *F = Filtrate, S = Supernatant. The study by Murray et al. reported contamination in 
both components following centrifugation. These cases have been considered distinctly above.



10.4% to 37.1%. Harvesting of  donor 

pancreata for allotransplantation includes a 

decontamination procedure with antibiotics. 

Contamination of  final transplant solution 

was markedly reduced in these cases, with 

studies reporting decreases of  13.5% to 

51.8% in sterility cultures. It is generally 

believed that these decreases are due to the 

use of  antibiotics during the purification 

process.

Infectious complications occurred 

in nearly all study groups, both from 

autotransplantation and allotransplantation. 

On average, approximately 21% of  patients 

experienced infectious complications 

postoperatively, ranging from minor cold-

like infections to pneumonia. However, 

infections resulting from concordant 

organisms—when reported—typically 

comprised less than 10% of  the study 

population. Concordant organisms are 

defined as being present in transplant 

solution as well as the direct causal agents of  

postoperative infection. A comprehensive 

description of  each study’s infectious 

complications rates, along with the most 

common infection and the degree of  

concordance (if  indicated) is presented in 

Table 3. Antibiotic coverage was provided 

prophylactically and usually consisted of  

Cefazolin or Clindamycin (Table 3).

Discussion

The results of  this review show that despite 

contamination of  final transplant solution, 

post-operative infectious complications 

tend to be minimal. However, there is a 

lack of  data in the literature with regard 

to concordance of  disease, as most studies 
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Table 3. Infectious Complications Summary and Concordance. 

Note: 1. Most commonly caused by Staphylococcus epidermis and found to be 16.6% 
concordant. 2. Caused by mixed Gram-positive and Gram-negative species with 14.3% 
concordance to transplant solution.



do not directly analyze the relationship 

between transplant contaminants and 

postoperative infectious agents. Studying 

concordance and disease subtyping in 

greater detail would allow for a more 

comprehensive determination of  the role of  

microbiological contaminants in transplant 

solution. Most of  the literature supports 

that the main source of  microbiological 

contamination is endogenous gut bacteria, 

but there have been documented instances 

of  bacteria being present in transport 

solution that were not from the patient. 

Determining concordance would thus, help 

separate cases of  microbial contamination 

from endogenous bacteria, present from 

prior pancreatic intervention, from newly 

introduced bacteria that developed by some 

other means. In other words, if  postoperative 

infections are indeed most often caused by 

transplant solution contamination, then this 

would need to be monitored to a greater 

degree. However, if  the transplant solution 

contaminants and postoperative infectious 

agents do not match, then the cause of  

postoperative infection may be found 

elsewhere.

Gram-positive aerobic species were most 

commonly found in the microbiological 

environment, which aligns with the general 

belief  that contamination arises from 

intestinal bacteria that is perturbed during 

the harvesting procedure (Jolissaint, 2016). 

Also, it was common for each transport or 

transplant culture to be contaminated with 

one organism. However, several cultures 

across multiple studies presented multiple 

organisms in solution. Despite the presence 

of  multiple contaminants in transplant 

product, studies did not report greater rates 

of  infection in patients receiving these islet 

cells (Johnson, 2014, Berger, 2016, Bucher, 

2005, & Gala-Lopez, 2013, & Jolissaint, 

2016). Although, most transplant solutions 

did not contain multiple, distinct organisms, 

thus the limited cases observed in the 

studies are likely unrepresentative of  a large 

enough sample to draw conclusions from.  

The use of  antibiotics as a 

decontamination protocol was typically not 

discussed by most of  the studies. Although, 

the norm is to purify donor islet cells with 

Cefazolin during allotransplantation. A 

study by Qi et al. (2016) proposed a novel 

method of  decontamination: using two 

or more antibiotics in tandem during the 

purification process (Qi, 2016). The study 

showed that this method is fast, affordable, 

and reliable in reducing microbiological 

contamination. An overarching trend was 

that allotransplant products saw a marked 

reduction in microbiological contamination 
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from transport to transplant solution, as 

compared to autotransplant products. 

The main difference between the two 

procedures is the origin of  the harvested 

islet cells. Since pancreata are harvested 

from donors during allotransplantation, 

more extensive purification procedures are 

carried out to prevent adverse reactions 

in the patient who receives the pancreas.  

Many of  the autotransplant studies did not 

discuss a purification procedure, as the islet 

cells were often simply isolated, processed, 

and transplanted without decontamination. 

It is recommended that decontamination 

procedures to purify islet cell products 

should be studied to gain further insight 

into the role of  purification on reducing 

the risk of  infectious complications from 

microbiological contamination (Qi, 2016).

Another common trend among the studies 

of  this review was a lack of  data regarding 

antibiotic treatment plans used to follow up 

with patients postoperatively. There seems 

to be no consensus on whether patients who 

received contaminated transplant products 

should receive antibiotics immediately or 

only after presenting with an infection. One 

study by Gala-Lopez et al. (2013) provided 

an extensive summary of  postoperative 

interventions used to monitor infections 

and patient recovery (Gala-Lopez, 2013). 

All patients who received contaminated 

transplant products received antibiotics 

immediately, which are prescribed specific 

to patient allergies and the contaminants 

identified in culture. C-Peptide tests and 

imaging were also used postoperatively 

to corroborate manifestation of  clinical 

infection. The study reported zero infectious 

complications, which may be a result of  this 

extensive postoperative care plan (Gala-

Lopez, 2013). Further studies that track 

postoperative treatment, particularly those 

using specific treatment and imaging to 

determine infections or complications, are 

recommended to develop new standards of  

practice.

The microbiome, which is comprised 

of  all the microorganisms in the body, 

could potentially be of  great importance 

to future microbiological contamination 

studies. Thus far, the literature supports 

that contamination of  the microbiological 

environment should not preclude 

autotransplantation, particularly with 

regard to treatment of  chronic pancreatitis 

or diabetes. However, there is a lack of  

data supporting the claim that patients who 

receive self-contaminated autotransplant 

products have a lower risk of  infection 

than those that are newly introduced to 

transplant contaminants. Further research 
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is necessary, particularly in relation to 

concordance and subtyping as previously 

mentioned, to determine the role of  the 

microbiome in regulating responses to 

transplanted contaminants. 

Several studies have assessed the role of  

transplant solution or organ preservation 

solution in the kidneys and liver, both 

of  which have implications for islet 

transplantation (Ruiz, 2009, Veroux, 2010, 

Botterel, 2010, Chaim, 2011, Brown, 2012, 

& Rodrigues, 2013). A study by Ruiz et al. 

(2009) reported high levels of  contaminated 

liver preservation solution for transplantation 

(Ruiz, 2009). Though contamination of  pre-

transplant solution was high, most patients 

did not experience clinical infections related 

to the contaminants when prophylactic 

antibiotics were administered (Ruiz, 2009). 

Veroux et al. (2010) reported similar findings 

in contaminated kidney preservation fluid, 

with prophylactic antibiotic administration 

believed to be linked with prevention of  

the clinical manifestation of  infectious 

symptoms post-transplantation (Veroux, 

2010). 

Sources of  contamination outside the 

patient should also be investigated and 

monitored as a quality control measure. 

This would help shed light on other sources 

of  contamination that are unrelated to 

contaminants in the transplant products 

themselves. Several studies included in this 

review monitored automated processing 

and manual processing of  islet cells, along 

with the microbiological environment, 

in order to prevent the introduction 

of  contaminants from the external 

environment. The sterility of  procedures 

used to harvest donor pancreata was 

also an important consideration in the 

allotransplantation studies. This was done 

in the hopes that careful monitoring and 

standardization of  technique can reduce the 

rate of  contaminated transplant products. 

Automation of  processing is recommended 

for all procedures, as it standardizes the 

mechanism, while simultaneously reducing 

variability in procedure. 

Conclusion

Autotransplantation and 

allotransplantation are viable treatment 

options for patients experiencing 

distress due to chronic pancreatitis and 

diabetes. Both procedures require the 

transplantation of  islet cells, either from 

the patient or a donor. Contamination 

of  the microbiological environment, in 

both transport and transplant solution, 

has been well documented in regard to 

both procedures. Despite moderately high 

rates of  microbiological contamination 
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in transplant solution, postoperative 

infectious complications appear to remain 

uncommon. Future studies geared toward 

the role of  antibiotics in postoperative care 

will help improve the current understanding 

of  postoperative infectious outcomes. 

Perhaps many of  the current infectious 

outcomes plaguing patients could be 

avoided altogether based on administration 

of  specific antibiotics immediately following 

procedures. The microbiome of  the patient 

should also be studied in greater detail, 

along with concordance and subtyping 

of  contaminants, to generate a more 

specific and encompassing profile of  the 

microbiological environment as it pertains 

to human islet transplantation. 
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LUNA, LUNA

1. My mother taught me about God 

so my father taught me about space, 

about cosmos, about how I could go 

to the moon.  She never said much 

about devotion, unless you count 

saying you must believe in things you can’t 

see every Sunday when we asked why 

we had to sit in pews.  Meanwhile, my 

father quoted Tom Hanks movies and 

bought me picture books from NASA.  

He watched me as I pressed my palms 

against aluminum in the National Air & 

Space Museum in Washington, D.C.

2. Maggie Nelson: Suppose I were to begin by 

saying that I had fallen in love with the moon.  

Or perhaps the whole solar system, not 

just our planet but the whole goddamn 

thing, this vacuum people think about 

but all the while forget, so self-absorbed 

in everydays. I wonder how the human 

race exists as a smallness, lost in the 

universe while the moon keeps turning 

like a great, gray clock.

3. Carl Sagan calls us a pale blue dot.  Is 

this how the moon sees us?  A small 

marble in the middle of  the smooth, 

black laminate counter lodged between 

the wooden slats of  Pottery Barn tables?  

That’s here. That’s home. That’s us.

4. There are different colors of  this moon: 

my favorite is red.  Called a blood moon, 

you can taste it like you taste your gums 

after flossing.  Harvest moon is orange, 

and winter solstice is snow.  I wonder, if  

it could be any colour you like—

5. In July, we drive through Martian 

canyons and talk about how we are 

stardust, wondering where we go when 

we disappear into the desert, who will 

trade our boxed sweaters for rum and 

cokes.  September comes, back in 

the city, and we stand on wrought fire 

escapes and imagine lunar mare, later 

tie the laces of  our moon shoes against 

the street curb below. Back in August 

and everything after, sun and moon met in 

the middle for a moment or two.  The 

moon, scorched by the sun, pride hurt, 

disappears into the blue.  If  that is what 

it looks like to burn in hell, then maybe 

we don’t want to see it. Maybe when it 

freezes over we won’t have worry: we’ll 

end up stuck together in Satan’s icebox 

between the toaster waffles and the 

frozen lasagna.
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6. John Kessler’s “American Landscape” 

depicts a rollercoaster seen at a distance at dusk.  

This is what cities look like, from planes, 

and I wonder what they look like from 

planets.  I think there is a photo, from 

the satellite, that shows just this, tiny 

pinpricks of  light all over Earth.  They 

are floating in black, but they, too, might 

as well be in a wooden box, a plexus-

glass case.  In its absence of  any human 

figure, American Landscape, in particular 

suggests a consumerist wasteland.  If  the 

American dream promises prosperity and self-

determination, Kessler’s roller coaster suggests 

a more fraught experience of  highs, lows, and 

sharp turns.

7. Have you ever driven on a black highway, 

and as you are driving, you realize 

you—the only car on the road—are 

driving somewhere north to Rochester 

or somewhere west to Zanesville, guided 

by nothing but your high beam? Your 

heart, thumping soundly in your chest, 

suddenly in your throat.  You feel it 

in your neck as you watch for the eyes 

of  deer, the eyes of  babies watching 

television.  Pupils dilated by sudden 

bursts of  light.

8. Shoot for the moon, they say; even if  

you miss, you can still work at the Dairy 

Queen.

9. I once drew myself  as an astronaut, 

skinny legs and brown hair with a big 

white coat and bigger white boots.  I 

stood next to a Lego spaceship, down the 

street from my Lincoln Log house, my 

driveway paved with cardboard bricks.  

I don’t know when I decided I wouldn’t 

be an astronaut, and part of  me wishes 

I remembered giving up dreams like I 

remember giving up chocolate for Lent.       

  

10. Moonchild describes children born under 

Cancer, the astrological sign from June 

21 to July 22 to avoid negative associations 

of  the word.  I guess this means to avoid 

connotations with children born with 

cancer, something just as big as space 

and just as hard to understand.  I am 

no moonchild but I was named after 

one, the real kind, during a time in my 

mother’s life I like to call “on taking care 

of  babies.”

She was a nurses’ aid before she was a 

nurse herself, not long after she took her 

exams, not long before she got married, 

and not so long before she had me.  At 
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twenty-one, with a ring on her finger, 

she awaited a wedding until she finished 

school.  She was a nurses’ aid before she 

was a nurse herself, not long after she 

took her exams, not long before she got 

married, and not so long before she bore 

me.  There are few pictures from this 

time but she had long blonde hair pulled 

back in bandanas and banana clips and 

wore navy blue scrubs with wide linen 

pockets.  Her scrubs ended up in the 

basket of  Halloween clothes under the 

stairs: her career became a costume and 

mothering her full-time job.  The box 

of  Christmas photos tells me she wore 

the purple dress with mauve lipstick and 

likely planned to return a Crock-Pot 

to Macy’s when she received two from 

the registry.  As she sipped water from 

the water fountain, she gossiped about 

the dress she would wear and what hor 

d’oeuvres to serve at the reception.  The 

nurses always asked for Jodi.

Leukemia is a big word for two babies 

who are too little, six months old with 

sick blood and more bracelets than 

months lived on Earth.  The parents 

were kind, but both worked hard jobs: a 

mother and father who had two healthy 

babies until they had none and a three-

year-old son who had two sick sisters 

and missed days at preschool to sit in a 

waiting room and eat ice cream from a 

paper cup with a sour-tasting wooden 

spoon. She said they were good parents 

tired of  working and tired of  hospital 

visits and tired of  trying not to be tired 

for a son who was three and wasn’t sick. 

My mother said she loved the names of  

both babies, but one rhymed with her 

soon-to-be-last-name, and she liked the 

other one just the same, and held onto 

it for a long, long while. She moved 

around as a float, but kept coming back 

to the babies, because the nurses kept 

asking for Jodi until one day she moved 

to another floor and didn’t come back 

for some time. She doesn’t remember 

when she last held them or if  they were 

discharged or if  one got better while the 

other got worse.  She asked later what 

happened, and the RN shook her head 

slightly as she filled out forms for pain 

prescription.  This is how my mother 

took care of  babies until she didn’t 

anymore, and how she named me after 

someone I never met. She wondered if  

naming a healthy baby after one who 

was sick was too sad, and considered 

cycling through baby names like the 

names of  moons. She settled that the 
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naming honored her time on Earth, 

even if  short. I live with a driver’s license 

and paychecks with a borrowed name, 

but if  I am to be named after someone, 

I’m glad it was her.

11. A five year old asks astronaut Chris 

Hadfield, if  the satellite is lonely and he 

says no, the Voyager is bravest of  them 

all.  He says, You wouldn’t want to spend your 

whole life hiding under your bed.  He pats her 

on her small head and talks more of  

taking life in her small hands and trying 

not to fear.

12. Joshua Jennifer Espinoza: the moon eats 

itself while the sun watches. The sickle-

shape folds like a sinking piece of  cherry 

pie or an unmade bedspread in morning.  

We iron our clothes against the coffee 

table while the moon dies, straightening 

our collars and our wrinkles in time 

while we watch the microwave clock 

reheat cold pizza.  We collect coins for 

the Laundromat slots, shove them into 

silver slivers and jam our thumbs against 

cold space metal.

13. The sun and the moon are in love, but 

they never get to see each other. This 

is wrong, of  course. There is that one 

blinding moment Annie Dillard says is 

like dying.  She talks of  lying in bed and 

platinum grass, and says, What you see in 

an eclipse is entirely different from what you 

know. It is especially different for those of  us 

whose grasp of  astronomy is so frail that, given 

a flashlight, a grapefruit, two oranges, and 15 

years, we still could not figure out which way 

to set the clocks for daylight saving time.  She 

says the sky turns indigo and the moon 

is just a piece of  sky, sliding over like a 

shutter while from all the hills came screams.

The story: the sun loved the moon so much he 

died every night just to let her breathe. Bullshit. 

What if  it’s the other way around?

14. We talk of  no God and no golden gates 

and how we are made of  stardust. 

Madeleine L’Engle: People are more than 

just the way they look. I think it funny how 

strange humans are, how we can tear 

one another into smaller pieces but 

cheer for strangers at a marathon and 

stand on black roadsides with hand-

painted signs.

15. We have one and Mars has two and I 

guess we have to share with Venus and 

Mercury who have none. Jupiter has 

67, Saturn 62, Uranus 27, Neptune 
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14. And also Pluto, master of  the 

underworld. They all have names, but 

we just call ours Moon. I like the way 

names like Leda and Elara sound, the L 

sound wet to the lip.  There is Phoebe, 

there is Helene.  Then Phoebe of  the 

Argonauts, and Helene of  Troy. Hydra, 

one of  the nine-headed serpents. Nix, 

the goddess of  darkness and night, 

mother of  Charon, ferryman of  Hades.  

Oberon, of  Midsummer’s Night’s Dream, 

and Kalamazoo draft beer. Miranda 

and Caliban, of  The Tempest. Juliet, for 

tragedy. Pan, god of  shepherds, keeps us 

in flocks.

Pandora—I first heard of  her in one 

mythic sentence: she opened the box and let 

all the evil out into the world. Not many know 

the box was mistranslated. The box is 

rather a jar, perhaps like those we use to 

seal black and ripe jam. Today the phrase 

‘to open Pandora’s box’ means to perform 

an action that may seem small or innocent, 

but that turns out to have severely detrimental 

and far-reaching negative consequences. She 

is a kind of  theodicy, an attempt to answer 

the question of  why a good God permits the 

manifestation of  evil.

16. Videos of  spaceships taking off look like 

when you are in a carwash. You can’t 

see anything in front or behind when 

soap takes over and you can only hear. 

You feel naked. The dark side is another 

great thumping, cranking, a great 

wielding of  song and laughter on tracks. 

And then screaming.

In college, my father’s roommate’s 

mother almost travelled on the Challenger.  

Instead, she sat at home cooking bacon 

strips on a skillet and watching TV 

as her colleague disappeared into 

morning.  They both had classrooms 

of  children, all of  whom watched all 73 

seconds.  Her son, saved from orphan-

hood, watched from his dorm room.  

He became a fighter pilot in the Navy.

17. A Rutgers professor said, ten years from 

now, the moon would just be another 

airport.  He isn’t around to see the 

runway they are building.  But I think we 

have a long way to go, because people 

have their feet stuck on the sidewalk and 

never seem to look up.  What happens 

when the sidewalk ends, and we’ve run 

out of  road and the moon is closed for 

renovation?  What do we do, where do 

we go, when we’ve used up our earths?
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Politicians have always promised the moon, 

but in the past no one believed them.  The first 

spaceman to orbit the earth was the man in 

the moon.  In the past, the moon was just an 

inspiration to lovers and pets; in the future it 

will be just another airport.  It wasn’t until life 

on earth became too dangerous that men began 

to fly to the moon.  As time passes it becomes 

easier to get to the moon while it becomes harder 

to stay on the earth.  Later he says, The man 

in the moon is a distant creature who is probably 

wondering why everyone has suddenly become so 

anxious to visit him.

18. In Mesopotamian mythology, of  

Babylonia, the god of  the moon is called 

Sin.  I think people are afraid to row 

into space like it is a large, deep lake in 

case they end up bumping into Charon 

on the dark side of  the moon.  At least 

they’ll have money in their pockets, flat 

disks that leave ridges when you press 

them into thumbs.

19. Edgar Arcenaux used a slide projector 

perched on concrete blocks to show his 

piece he called “Block Out the Sun.”  He 

wields his hand, weapon-like, and covers 

the bright light with his fist.  The gesture 

is a reference to the works of  astronomers, who 

judged whether a given day would be good for 

solar observation by blocking the sun in order to 

measure the clarity of  the atmosphere.  Further, 

the cycle of  the artist’s slide carousel echoes the 

rotation of  our planet around the sun.  In other 

images, the artist’s gesture evokes some-thing 

more spiritual, almost cosmic: the hand of  a 

divine being as a means of  conjuring darkness 

or sparking creation.  What remains constant 

in Arcenaux’s piece is a poetic reference to the 

human condition and the idea of  the individual 

confronting something unknown and larger than 

the self.

20. In the end, the moon absorbs the 

Missouri blue like a wet sponge and eats 

itself  up like it’s a wedge of  angel food 

cake served on a round platter.  What 

if  instead of  ‘I love you’ we said ‘angel 

food cake’ because it’s also three words 

strung together and, when said often 

enough, shouldn’t make a difference.  

We can mutter it softly as we wander 

the earth like wild things, perm-pressing 

t-shirts and listing planets. You could 

argue the moon wins in the great day-

dusk duel, when it shines beacon-like in 

the black night, but I don’t think it does.  

It has no light of  its own, only bears the 

reflection of  the shining sun.

21. Goodnight, moon.
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22. We ran as if  to meet the moon—Robert Frost.  

I wonder if  we walked.  I wonder if  we 

split the moon like we split appetizers 

into pieces to serve on plastic trays.

23. Maybe there’s a whole other universe where a 

square moon rises in the sky, says Stephen 

King, and the stars laugh in cold voices.  We, 

all bags of  bones, exist in his world where 

there is a wrongness in the mundane 

everyday on Earth.  

24. We only ever see one side. We are stuck 

in orbit. Every one is a moon, says Mark 

Twain, and has a dark side which he never 

shows to anybody.

25. Settle, not yet, says Sagan.  Don’t stop.  He 

speaks of  other airports, other earths.

26. One small step for man, one giant leap for 

mankind.  I couldn’t write this without 

including that.  Would I be American?  

Wasn’t that the point, to stick our flag into 

puttied dust for all to see?  To remember 

when we were weightless?  I remember 

asking what will happen to the flag and 

I think now that it is eerie, that it will be 

there for the rest of  time.  Our shadows 

are darker up there, amongst the crater 

crooks.  JFK: We choose to go to the Moon!  

We choose to go to the Moon in this decade and 

do the other things not because they are easy, but 

because they are hard.

27. I wonder if  we could wear liquid space 

metal as a cape and shroud ourselves 

in galactic questions, as Barbara 

Chase-Riboud achieved in her bronze 

sculpture inspired by Cleopatra called, 

Le Manteau. Drawing from her travels, 

her work reflects on history, identity, and a sense 

of  place… Despite the material’s weight and 

density, the sculpture drapes softly onto the floor, 

evoking power and grace, solidity and fluidity. 

Along with diasporic beauty, it manifests 

a quiet evocation of  the unknown. What I 

mean to say is this is gravity, this quiet, 

stabilizing weight.

28. The human condition has been pondered 

and analyzed from many perspectives, including 

those of  religion, philosophy, history, art 

literature, anthropology, psychology, and biology. 

In literature, the human condition is typically 

used in the context of  ambiguous subjects such 

as the meaning of  life or moral concerns. In 

space, a human’s condition deteriorates. 

It disintegrates slowly and blackens 

as the moon does, unable to survive 

without light. That’s why the astronauts 

are always moving, always monitored 
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by doctors back on earth. On Earth, each 

time we move, gravity provides resistance to 

the muscles and bones of  our body. Without 

gravity, without resistance, astronauts’ 

bones would be more fragile and their muscles 

weaker after time spent in space. It begins by 

a change in the normal balance between protein 

synthesis and protein degradation. This is 

called muscle atrophy or when muscles waste 

away.

29. The moon is made from many of  the same 

things that we find here on Earth.  So this is 

how she controls oceans.  This is how I 

wonder of  existence:

I found out today some people believe 

the moon is a chunk of  earth which 

broke off like a bar of  chocolate when 

an asteroid hit us.  Maybe it’s true, 

maybe a piece of  us is out there, bleak, 

and we are stuck in its endless apogee, 

circling what we broke without noticing 

and staring through telescopes at this 

piece of  ourselves we lost and can never, 

ever get back.
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PART II: PANDORA’S BOX

 

Best Westerns

It is dark outside the shuttered motel 

windows and we close the blinds on the 

gravel parking lot.  I line the dresser shelf  

with throwaway contact lenses and they 

shrivel up and snap like cheap plastic spoons 

stuck in garbage disposals or stolen from a 

Taco Bell. 

Later, we sit at ugly first floor dining chairs 

stabbing jam packets with plastic knives, 

remembering when we were small enough 

to stack them up instead of  peel their 

wrappers. 

In the car, we said we won’t have children, 

answered with “you’re too young to know”, 

so we asked to turn up the radio and paint 

our toenails baby pink against the windows.

Now, we pour thin batter in the waffle iron 

and soon smell it burn.  We always forget to 

spray the skillet. The 1998 television says it 

will snow this afternoon.  We are pleased we 

filled the car three exits back.  Once, there 

was a white tarp draped over an Exxon sign 

like a corpse sheet in a capitalist morgue.  It, 

nameless otherwise, reads FUEL. 



We the animals, we rip the fat off bacon with 

our sharp teeth. We do not notice the spilled 

cereal milk that seeps into the carpet but we 

notice our palms still smell like gasoline as 

we press them to our cheeks.

Arizona

We pull into Page thinking it will be the 

Garden, but it’s rather hellish instead.  It 

is many, many strip malls, and many, many 

gas stations, nowhere near the packed, 

uniformed beauty of  Sedona. Sedona 

paints her McDonald’s signs seafoam 

in the middle of  the desert.  She chooses 

bubblegum Jeeps.

We drive by “Church Row” and we count 

twelve.  I think of  being small and learning 

the priest often smoked nicotine creeds 

on the back steps of  the rectory while 

volunteers sprayed the pews with Lysol.  I’m 

sure he hacked holy phlegm into the ashtray 

next to a manger with the baby Jesus.

Church of  Jesus Christ of  Latter Day Saints.  

First Southern Baptist Church. St. David’s 

Episcopal.  Immaculate Heart of  Mary 

Catholic.  Shepard of  the Desert. Their 

checkerboard floors chipped as front teeth.

Once, on a cruise, the waitress told us about 

her six-year-old little girl, and everyone 

smiled and laughed but no one bothered to 

think about how she never saw her, because 

she was trapped in a kitchen on a floating 

Eden while everyone else ate lunch.

Georgia O’Keeffe once said that every 

moment of  her life she was terrified, but 

she kept going.  We are given cold cans of  

lemonade from a wide white cooler on the 

river raft, and the canyons she painted loom 

high above.

Missouri Blue

We roll up like pill bugs and squeeze 

ourselves into the round steel cage, and 

it hoists us to the tip-top of  the Gateway 

Arch on cable wires.  We peer out over the 

window lip at the river below.  We revisit the 

house where I was born and we watch our 

parents wonder who sits beyond the blue 

painted door at the dining room table with 

two cheap chairs after ten whole years.  

By now, I’ve seen the Spirit of  St. Louis—a 

small gray plane hanging from the ceiling 

like carcass in a butcher shop, a cable noose 

around her slender neck—in the National 

Air & Space Museum in Washington, D.C.  
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I’ve visited at Christmastime.  Her pilot, 

Charles Lindbergh, was the first person to 

fly across the Atlantic in 1927.

I think back to when I loved the story of  

Lindbergh, when I was very young and very 

small and he was very handsome and very 

dashing in the picture book and he had 

flown a plane across the ocean from my 

hometown and met the president. 

I want to thank him, because I didn’t know 

you could do something good but be a bad 

person, or, on the other hand, be a good 

person but do something bad. I suppose 

that we all have to grow up some day, and I 

wonder if  he used to build paper airplanes 

and had models strung from the ceiling with 

a spool of  fishing line.

Martyr Children & Sleeping Bears

The dunes are big and we are small but we 

struggle to the top in our oversized sweaters.  

We stand on the hilltop like martyrs, and 

love that this looks like an ocean but smells 

like a lake. It’s fresh. It doesn’t sting our 

eyes, or make us lick our hands like dogs as 

we tumble through the sand. We—little 

children of  God or devilish children—like 

kings on a hot grainy carpet.

Gun Lake got its name when the Pottawatami 

Indians dropped their weapons in the water 

after declaring no more fighting, letting 

them sink to the black bottom.  Meanwhile, 

Lake Michigan got its name from bears. 

The Legend of  the Sleeping Bear tells a tale 

of  a great forest fire that drove a mother 

bear and her two cubs to the shore, and 

they tried to swim across.  The cubs, black 

as night, were soon lost in the dark. Their 

mother waited on the opposite shore, and 

was soon buried by sand and then snow. 

When the moon sank and the sun rose, her 

two cubs burst from the sea and became the 

Manitou Islands. The shoreline, shaped like 

their mother’s head resting on her paws, 

watches over.

I wonder how long you’re supposed to wait 

for someone to come back, when you know 

they never will.

My parents’ parents come from Michigan 

and I think about legends the way my 

mother talked about God; before she met 

my father, and after she introduced us to a 

priest with a feasting for tobacco.
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“Walking in Memphis” & Other 

Cassette Songs

Here stands a house—built of  Lincoln logs 

and miniature teacups—where the furniture 

is so buffed in the sitting room we can see 

oaked reflections in the wooden china 

cabinet.  We fold our socked feet under us 

like birds to keep them off white carpet.

The house smells like pie and warm bread 

and hot supper and they double lock all the 

doors even though there is no crime.  The 

neighbors bring comfort food that tastes like 

rubber and we fill up our mouths, wiping 

our fingers on thick cloth napkins.

I wonder if  the Devil picks up his dress 

shirts from the Laundromat, fixes the hole 

in Adam’s shirt and combs Eve’s hair.  I 

wonder if  the Devil stands on his porch, 

tossing buckets of  water onto the front yard 

to keep the flames at bay.  I wonder if  the 

Devil has a son, let’s say five years old, who 

he drives to school and drops off a block 

away, so the other children don’t stare.  I 

wonder if  the Devil prefers Marlboro reds 

to a pack of  Camels, or if  he doesn’t smoke 

because he’s already burned out.

Tennis shoes aren’t always white: a pair in 

the hallway, a pair by the backdoor, a pair 

by the gym bag, and a pair in the garage, 

grass stained green. Every house, unlike this 

house, does not need a cross hanging over 

the doorframe or the mantelpiece or the 

washer and dryer with a basket of  folded 

sheets.

Gun Lake

Until recently, an old photograph sat on 

the mantle at the Bay Point Inn, a black 

and white print of  the dining hall complete 

with a rickety railing and stone steps. The 

steps now have fresh concrete and new 

brick. The photo sat propped against an 

empty wine bottle for a few years until the 

hostess moved it to the women’s restroom 

and nailed it above the doorway in a plastic 

frame. About two years ago, it was replaced 

by a watercolor swordfish.

The grocery store is around the bend, where 

they specialize in Fourth of  July sparklers, 

oversized boxed cereals, and malt liquor.  

We hold the pocket change we are given, 

clenched tight in our small fists, and are told 

one day, when we’re older, we’ll need those 

for laundry at the Laundromat. Supposedly, 

Al Capone of  the St. Valentine’s Day 
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Massacre, slick with liquor, hid from the 

Chicago police in a cottage up on the hill. 

Back at the house, in the basement, the 

1980s photographs boast old sweaters but 

the same bottles of  beer.  

We squabble outside, cabbage patch 

children, and help clean before company 

comes.  We pretend to help to fold the 

laundry but wrap ourselves in hot towels 

from the dryer instead, while the adults 

scrub the countertops and claw the hair out 

of  the shower drain. Our grandmother tells 

us stories of  her children and her siblings 

and how one time, when she drove through 

Nebraska, the sky was black with birds and 

they looked like death waiting in the evening 

light.

“The End”

My mother swears—her hand to God—she 

met Jerry Seinfeld and Ralph Lauren while 

walking on South Elmwood Avenue on her 

way to get coffee and she still talks about 

it to this day while she’s folding laundry. 

Apparently, Ralph was driving, Jerry riding 

shotgun, one hand on the radio and the 

other resting on the edge of  his seat, his 

New York mouth spitting out jokes like an 

engine. A bad actor, but he makes people 

laugh.

There are supposedly no chains here, not 

one, but there stands a 7-Eleven like a raw 

wound on the gravel road, flashing OPEN 

sign in the front window.  They sell 99 cent 

coffee, bulk packs of  cigarettes, and boxed 

candy.

I think of  how I am obsessed with collecting 

key cards like our mother used to collect 

teeth, the ones you get from grocery stores 

and gas stations and libraries. She kept 

the cards on her key ring and they made a 

nice noise when she dropped them on the 

counter, settling between the phone bills, 

elementary newsletters and bunches of  

bruised fruit.

There’s an old article, printed and framed 

in the museum at the Montauk Pointe 

Lighthouse, about a woman who noticed the 

beacon would soon tumble off the eroding 

cliff and out to sea. No one believed her, 

so she saved it herself, and then the same 

people who didn’t believe her hung up her 

picture for the whole world to see.
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the body like a shell
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the body like a mask
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the body like a spell
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the body like a locket
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the body like a cityscape
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the body like an escape
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Betty awakes to the sound of  her 

husband’s ringing alarm clock. He 

always sleeps through it. If  not for 

Betty, he would be late to work every day. 

The responsibility used to make her feel 

important—now she wonders why a grown 

man needs to be woken up like a child. 

Betty reaches over him to switch the alarm 

off, then places her hand lightly on the top 

of  his shoulder. He lies on his stomach with 

his head facing the opposite direction so 

that Betty can only see his pajama covered 

back and still thick, greying dark hair. 

“Sweetheart, wake up,” she says, kissing 

his cheek. He opens his eyes with a small 

groan, pecks her on the lips, and then gets 

out of  bed to shower and shave before 

work. She also gets out of  bed to remove 

the curlers from her hair and change out of  

her silky lilac nightgown. She puts on a lacy 

white brassiere and matching underwear, 

pantyhose, a slip, and a blue and white 

gingham dress that comes down just below 

the knee. Then she slides into the shoes that 

she normally wears around the house: a pair 

of  tasteful, yet sensible, black leather pumps 

with a small heel and a square toe. 

“Hey, honey?” She hears Jeffrey call 

through the closed bathroom door. “I’m out 

of  shaving cream.”

“Check the closet,” Betty answers with 

a sigh. Sometimes she feels like Jeffrey is 

a stranger to his own house, as though 

constantly hosting a guest. 

Betty likes the clacking sound that her 

shoes make on the hardwood floor as she 

walks down the hallway to wake up her 

three kids: Mary, William, and Robert. She 

stops in Mary’s room first. She’s the oldest 

at ten. Betty wakes up Mary similarly to 

how she wakes up her husband Jeffrey. 

“Mary, time for school,” she says softly. 

Mary opens her eyes and yawns. Betty makes 

sure that she climbs out of  bed before she 

crosses the hall to the boys’ room. William, 

eight. Her baby Robert, seven. She misses 

the days when she still had to help them all 

get dressed and brush their teeth. Now she 

just makes sure they’ve got their feet on the 

floor before she heads downstairs to make 

breakfast.  

Betty makes eggs on Tuesdays. Scrambled 

eggs with cheddar cheese. Toast with butter 

and jam. Bacon. Fresh cut strawberries. 

Jeffrey and the kids come downstairs around 

the same time—a little after seven. Betty 

has their plates ready with the table set, a 

pitcher of  orange juice, a carton of  milk, 

and four empty cups lined up. She always 

preps everything the night before. Changing 

the tablecloth, laying down the napkins, 
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forks, and knives, positioning the empty 

plates and setting out the three plastic cups 

and one transparent, shiny glass. Breakfast 

ingredients set out so that she can have the 

food hot and ready by the time everyone 

finishes getting dressed. Jeffrey is first, as 

usual. His hair, damp from the shower, 

parted and combed neatly. His wrinkleless 

white button-down shirt and khaki pants, 

a loose navy tie hanging freely around his 

neck. 

“Good morning, darling,” he says, kissing 

Betty’s cheek before he sits down. She goes 

to fetch his shoes and briefcase, both freshly 

polished. 

“Kids! Your breakfast is going to get cold,” 

she calls up the stairs on her way back from 

the closet. 

“Coming!” she hears Mary yell. She 

always takes the longest. Mary reminds 

Betty of  herself  when she was a girl. She 

used to get up early for school so she’d have 

enough time to do her hair. William thumps 

down the stairs and into the kitchen. 

“Hey, Mom? Have you seen my Huck 

Finn book?” he asks. He’s wearing a red and 

grey striped shirt and blue jeans. His hair is 

sticking up in the back, matted and splayed 

from his pillow. 

“I think the last time I saw it, it was in 

the den on the coffee table. But eat your 

breakfast first.” Betty goes to the cabinet 

to get a comb. She wets it under the sink 

and tries to flatten out William’s hair as he 

munches on his eggs and bacon. 

“Where’s your brother?” she asks, still 

fighting with the hair. 

“Uhhh, I think he’s still getting dressed,” 

he says back between mouthfuls. 

Betty sighs and hurries upstairs, sure 

enough finding Robert standing in his socks 

and underwear, rooting through his hamper. 

“Robert, you’re running late,” she says, 

standing in the open doorway. 

“I know, but I can’t find the shirt I want. 

It’s the white one that has red sleeves.”

“You wore that this week already.”

“I know, it’s my favorite. I can’t find it in 

the hamper though.” 

“I think I washed it last night. But how 

about you wear a different shirt?”

“But I want that one.”

“Your teacher is going to think you don’t 

have enough clean shirts to last you the 

week. Why don’t you wear your striped shirt 

like William?” 

“Okay, I guess. Can I wear the other one 

tomorrow?”

“Sure, sweetie,” Betty says, handing 

him the same shirt William has on, except 

smaller and with blue and black stripes. 

“You want to wear your new blue jeans?”
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“What’s William got on?”

“Jeans.” Betty knows William will be upset 

when he sees Robert dressed the same as 

him, but Robert loves it when they match, 

and Betty knows it’s the only way to keep him 

out of  the dirty shirt, happily at least. 

She knocks on Mary’s door. “Hey, Mare? 

You almost ready?”

“Yes, I’ll be down in a minute.”

When Betty returns to the kitchen, William 

is rifling through drawers and cabinets, 

leaving them open as he goes along. Betty 

makes a mental note to come back later to 

straighten up. 

“Willie, your Huck Finn book isn’t going to 

be in the kitchen. Did you check your school 

books? Maybe you already set it out.”

“No, I looked through all my school stuff,” 

he whines, sitting down on the floor in defeat. 

“Okay, baby, how about I go check your 

room?”

“I looked there too,” he says, sounding as if  

on the brink of  tears. 

“I’ll just have a quick look around. I have 

to go get Robert anyway. Why don’t you put 

on your shoes? The bus will be here in fifteen 

minutes.”

“Alright, sweetheart, I’m leaving,” says 

Jeffrey, giving Betty a quick kiss. “Bye, 

buddy!” he calls over to William, who is still 

sitting on the floor. 

“Bye, Dad!” William jumps up and runs 

to hug Jeffrey. 

“Bye, kids!” Jeffrey yells up the stairs to 

Mary and Robert as he walks out the door. 

Betty heads back up the stairs, thinking, 

One down, three to go. 

“Rob, what are you doing? Let’s go.”

Robert is sitting cross-legged on the 

carpet, playing with his favorite toy soldier 

and the detached head of  one of  Mary’s 

old plastic dolls. He looks up at Betty as if  

surprised to see her. 

“Come on,” she says, “no more playing. 

You need to come downstairs and get 

your shoes on.” She spots The Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn lying on the floor next to 

William’s bed and grabs it. 

“I’m hungry.” 

“Well, you should have thought of  that 

before you missed breakfast. You can take 

an apple on the bus with you.”

“But I don’t want an apple. I want a 

banana.” 

“Whatever you want. Now come on.”

Robert follows her out into the hallway 

and across the hall to Mary’s room. He is 

still holding the doll head in his hand. Betty 

knocks on the door before opening it a half  

a second later. “Mary, you’re going to miss 

the bus.” Mary is standing in front of  her 

bedroom mirror brushing her hair.
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“Can you braid my hair?”

“There’s not enough time. Why don’t you 

wear a ponytail and a ribbon?” 

Mary comes to the doorway and Betty 

leads her and Robert downstairs. 

“Aw, Robert! You ripped off Lilli’s head,” 

she says, grabbing the doll by its ragged 

blonde hair.

“No, I didn’t. General Stevenson did,” 

Robert says, reaching to take back the head. 

“You’re lucky I’m too old for dolls now,” 

Mary says, handing it to him. 

“Mary, banana or apple?” Betty asks. 

“Apple, please.” 

“Robert, shoes! Does everyone have their 

books and their lunches?” 

“Yes.”

“Okay, the bus will be here any minute. 

Go ahead outside. Wait, William! I found 

Huck Finn.”

“Thanks, Mom, but I remembered I 

don’t need it today,” William calls over his 

shoulder as he follows his brother and his 

sister out the door. Betty stands at the 

window, the kids walking down the driveway 

together. The bus pulls up not a minute later 

and they all get on. She watches them pull 

away while she clutches the book to her 

chest. 

Betty cleans up breakfast, washes the 

dishes, dries them, puts them away, wipes 

down the counters, cleans the stove, and 

sweeps the kitchen floor. She vacuums the 

carpet in every room of  the house. She 

puts in a load of  laundry. She walks around 

the house looking for places to clean. But 

everything is spotless. Betty checks the time. 

Half  past ten. Only five more hours until 

the kids come home. Four more hours until 

she’ll start making dinner. Betty goes to 

investigate the kitchen pantry to plan what 

to make. It’s not until she’s standing in the 

dark closet looking at the shelves does she 

realize that she has yet to eat today. Betty 

often forgets to eat. A trivial task compared 

to preparation and cleanup. She makes 

herself  a peanut butter and jelly sandwich 

with sliced apples and eats it as slowly as 

possible. 

Sitting alone at the kitchen table, Betty 

feels that familiar trickle of  hollowed 

consciousness. The plunging emptiness in 

her chest. Insidious rotting in her bones. 

An overwhelming hopelessness fills her eyes 

with tears. 

“Silly. I’m being silly.” But her eyes 

threaten to overflow. She stands up from her 

seat at the table to throw away the uneaten 

half  of  her lunch. She takes out the trash. 

She lets out the old hems on some of  Mary’s 

dresses that have gotten too short. She 

rearranges William’s book shelf. She refolds 
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the clothes in Robert’s dresser. She takes the 

sheets off the beds. She moves the clothes 

out of  the washer and into the dryer. Betty 

checks the time. Almost one. She decides 

to take a bath. But when she stops moving, 

she can barely breathe. A pair of  invisible 

hands tighten around her neck. Squeezing 

the air out. She finishes with the bath and 

dries herself  off. She puts on a new dress 

with new underwear and new pantyhose. 

Different shoes. She plays with her makeup. 

Rouge, lipstick. She blow-dries her hair and 

styles it into an elaborate up-do. It occurs 

to Betty that all the effort she puts into her 

appearance is unnecessary. Jeffrey never had 

an eye for detail and she knows he loves her 

on a deeper level than appearance. Maybe 

he simply doesn’t care. Betty used to spend 

so much time agonizing over the way she 

looked. Dieting, going to the salon, buying 

the trendiest clothes. Betty eats whatever 

she wants, but she’s still the thinnest she’s 

ever been. She has time to go to the salon, 

but never the energy. She’s worn the same 

clothes for years because she hates shopping 

for herself. Being beautiful doesn’t seem 

that important anymore. 

What time is it?

Betty starts prepping for dinner. She’s 

making a roast. She slips and nicks her finger 

while dicing the potatoes, dropping the knife 

in surprise and putting her finger in her 

mouth. She tastes a salty, metallic flavor that 

she knows is blood. She takes her finger out 

of  her mouth and stares, watching it bleed, 

entranced by the vibrant red. Then she runs 

the finger under the faucet. It stings. 

When it’s time for the kids to come home, 

she waits for the bus on the end of  the 

driveway. They’re so happy to see her. But 

suddenly, Betty wishes to be alone. They 

go inside, and Betty helps them with their 

homework. Mary and her worksheet on 

photosynthesis. William and his arithmetic. 

Robert and his cursive. Betty used to enjoy 

doing her children’s work with them. She 

had wanted to be a teacher at one point, 

when she was much younger. But now she 

finds the diagrams bothersome and tedious. 

The equations repetitive and inane. The 

awkwardly-held pencil frustrating and the 

stuttered reading almost unbearable. Does 

thinking this make her a bad mother? 

Jeffrey comes home at a quarter past 

five. He kisses Betty. Hugs the kids. They 

hold hands and pray before dinner. Betty 

never questioned God until recently. Now 

she feels like a fool for believing in Him—

(surely it was a Him)—so fervently before, 

like a child believing in Santa Clause. There 

was nothing out there. How could there 

be? Betty used to be able to feel spiritual 
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presence in her life. She could feel herself  

being watched over. It gave her comfort. 

Someone she knew she could always count 

on. But now she suspects her faith was 

merely a product of  her own delusions. 

Because now she feels nothing. She doesn’t 

know when it started, but that it’s worsened 

as time drew on. 

Getting ready for bed, Betty washes her 

face, brushes her teeth, sets her hair, and 

changes into one of  her pretty nightgowns. 

It’s a soft pink. The color of  Mary’s ballet 

slippers. Betty used to do ballet. She used 

to do a lot of  things. She crawls into bed 

next to Jeffrey and he is already asleep. Betty 

turns her back to him to face the mahogany 

wardrobe. It’s easier for Betty to cry in the 

dark. She doesn’t know why.
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Featured cover artist

Avon

Mackenzie is a Canadian artist from Vancouver, currently 
based out of  New York. She works in oil paint and ballpoint 
pen. Lately, she has focused on making art about her family, 
which grew out of  a series centered around her close friends. 
In addition to fine art, she is a photographer and writer, and 
produces a magazine about her hometown called Point Grey. 
She also hosts an online radio show called Point Grey Radio. 
Photography and music are key inspirations within her fine art 
practice.  

Avon is a piece I made about my close friend Avon Haughton, 
an actor that I lived with in my freshman year in college. I 
came together with Avon to make an image that embodied our 
relationship. This is a part of  a series of  portraits that I created 
about the people closest to me. This piece is done with oil paint 
on paper, while the rest of  the series features both oil paintings 
and ballpoint pen drawings on paper. 
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This portrait represents how I see myself, as a combination of  
things that build on each other and come together in interesting 
ways. I used a lot of  basic newspaper textures to convey that I 
am unfinished, and my identity is a work in progress. I’m also 
interested in how people reveal parts of  themselves in small 
ways, from the clothes they wear to the stickers on their laptops. 
I played with this idea by hiding clues about myself  all over my 
face.

Collage Self-Portrait
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Breathe

Madison is a junior in Aerospace Engineering at the University 
of  Michigan. She enjoys taking art classes and exploring new 
methods of  making art. She had always loved drawing and 
painting, having gotten her first set of  oil paints in 8th grade. 
She prefers to draw from real life and is interested in drawing 
people to capture the emotion in their faces.

For me, a butterfly represents peacefulness and fragility. 
However, something that looks calm can be quaking on the 
inside—that’s what I imagine depression feels like. I have several 
friends who struggle with depression, and I wanted to convey 
their experience in a thoughtful way.
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Jill is a senior at the University of  Pittsburgh majoring in 
Molecular Biology and minoring in Studio Arts. She will at-
tend Pitt Med in the Fall to start an MD/MPH dual degree. 
Through that, she plans to become a surgeon while advocating 
for women’s health through her art, writing, and health policy 
research. She mainly works with oil and would call her style 
realistic expressionism. She always chooses to paint objects 
or people who inspire her and loves to add fun twists or pops 
of  color. She likes to address social and political issues in her 
work.

Joe Biden is one of  my idols because of  his values, sense of  hu-
mor, and activism with gender equality and sexual assault on 
college campuses. His obsession with ice cream has gone viral. 
I digitally manipulated one of  the more famous photos of  him 
eating ice cream and used that for my painting reference. I 
think this piece perfectly captures his personality, and it always 
elicits a lot of  smiles and laughter at art shows.

My name is Joe Biden, and I love Ice Cream
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Azize is a sophomore at the University of  Pittsburgh. They 
grew up in Chicago, Illinois. As an artist, they mostly focus on 
traditional, detail-heavy art and pattern designs. However, lately 
they have been working on art directed towards graphic design. 
They are also exploring ways to incorporate their traditional 
work and graphic art design. 

Swarm of  the Universe was originally an ink drawing with 
embroidery thread and gold paint, meant to depict the massive 
collections I see around me (swarms, if  you will). Lately I have 
been interested in returning to older works to see what can 
be added to and lost from a piece of  traditional art when its 
context is changed by adding in computer generated graphic 
design elements. In this piece’s case, I was interested in what 
would change when I added a background and color variation 
to a work that was originally intended to be viewed outside of  a 
traditional “picture frame” shape.

Swarm of the Universe
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Oftentimes I don’t feel so much that I am creating a piece as 
much as I’m recording something that already exists. That was 
the case for this; I sat down and two hours later it was there. I 
picked the title from the poem “The Second Coming” by W.B. 
Yeats because I think it both reflects the existential instability 
and intimidation that results from an inability to metabolize 
intense experience and integrate it into human identity.

Vexed to Nightmare by a Rocking Cradle

Madeline is a junior majoring in Psychology, minoring in 
Math, and working towards a certificate in Russian and Eastern 
European Studies. Because they give her more freedom of  color, 
she works with pastels, sometimes digitally enhancing aspects of  
images created with the medium. She has alexithymia, which 
means that, rather than being able to identify emotions as 
“happy” or “sad”, she can usually only characterize emotions 
with phrases like “mercury at night”, or “sharp bright linear 
sand” that often don’t make sense to others. Art acts as a way of  
making her experience of  emotion more tangible and easier to 
communicate.  
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hi, i’m pan am

Zainab has been an artist ever since he can remember. He start-
ed out doing sketches at around ten years old and recently start-
ed doing collages to deal with his college experience. Around 
the age of  fourteen, he stopped doing art, as he never found 
enough time for it. But recently, he got back into the habit of  
creating.

“hi, i’m pan am” is a piece about me and my mental health. 
During the beginning of  the year, I struggled with severe 
depression and anxiety, and I frequently went to the Creativity 
Center in the University Bookstore to cope. This piece is a 
product of  my frequent trips there. Each individual picture 
somehow relates to suffering and general disastrousness. I let 
the focus be the highlighted, uncomfortable staring of  the eyes, 
and named the piece “hi, i’m pan am” after the picture in the 
bottom right hand corner, calling Pan American “world’s most 
experienced airline”, while the company is well known for being 
out of  busines due to its numerous plane crashes. I compared 
Pan American Airlines to how I felt during those first couple of  
months: like a disaster.
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Leah is a freshman at Pitt, double-majoring in Microbiology and 
Studio Arts. She is passionate about both art and science and 
how they coincide. Art has always been her outlet of  expression. 
She loves to use paints and charcoals to create quick and loud 
pieces with lots of  gesture. She is also a huge tree-hugger and 
loves to make art out of  discarded objects. Most of  the paints 
and canvases she uses were at one point someone else’s trash.

Haley
While looking through old family photos, I came across a picture 
of  my cousin, Haley, from when she was around four or five 
making the fish face, something she was known to do at the 
time. Seeing the picture reminded me of  a time of  innocence 
and ease that I often miss since growing up. In creating this 
piece, I used bold brushstrokes and bright, vibrant colors—lots 
of  reds and oranges—to capture the essence of  her youthfulness 
and her bright and bubbly personality.



Andrea Detlefsen
The University of  Pittsburgh

Andrea is a senior at the University of  Pittsburgh studying 
Chemistry. Her interest in poetry began when she took Reading 
Poetry in the spring of  her junior year. She pursued this interest 
in the pilot run of  the Creative Science Writing program at the 
University of  Pittsburgh during the Summer of  2017. During 
the program, she wrote a series of  poems detailing the inner 
workings of  a mass spectrometer. Post-graduation, Andrea 
will attend the University of  Pennsylvania to pursue a Ph.D. 
in Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics where she looks 
forward to continuing to integrate science and creative writing. 



The University of  Pittsburgh

We breach the gap and the gate slams behind, now we’re hurtling, about to collide. But just
as it seems that it might be too late, we start to slow. First, we sail, then glide; coast,

then inch. We halt for a millisecond, idling as we change direction. Now we
gain speed, heading towards our start—first we inch, then coast; glide,

then dart. But this time I see our distance shortens, lesser
than before. We’re lobbed back and forth, as if  hit

by a putter. Our range shrinks until we
flutter. Then, we’re

still.

It starts to return, the ebb
and flow, now in the other direction.

It starts with a twitch that becomes a tremor,
momentum swells as we’re slung through the center.

We’re flung from side to side, the borders of  our trek amplified.
Our margins steadily contract, from a gulf  to a gorge to a crack to a cranny.

With each oscillation, we accelerate. Each pass brings us closer to imminent fate.
This is our ultimate lap—we’ll hug one last turn, and then, losing ourselves, simply split!

A linear ion trap, also known as a linear trap quadropole (LTQ), is a type of  mass 
analyzer used in mass spectrometers. Its role is to trap, isolate, dissociate, and scan over a 
range of  voltages to select ions based on their mass to charge ratio (m/z). The linear ion 
trap consists of  a square arrangement of  four metal rods, leaving room in the middle for 
ions to flow. A variable voltage is applied to each pair of  rods opposite from each other, 
causing the trapped ions to oscillate between the rods. Over time, the voltage is ramped 
up, causing ions of  increasing m/z ratios to be ejected through slits in the side of  the 
arrangement and out to the detector. In this way, the linear ion trap allows for analysis of  
ions based on their specific mass to charge ratio.  





The University of  Pittsburgh

Kate is a junior at the University of  Pittsburgh. She is an 
Interdisciplinary Studies major in Childhood Studies. Her 
concentrations are Anthropology, Africana Studies, Children’s 
Literature, and Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies. After 
graduation, she hopes to go into non-profit organizations and 
advocacy work.

Kate Eldridge

Sexual Discretion and Hyper-Masculine Performance 
as Feminist  Sexual Liberation



When there was a sudden 

rise in HIV/AIDS among 

heterosexual Black women 

in 2001, the public began to blame the 

community of  Black men who identify as 

“on the Down Low (DL).” “On the DL” 

is code for having sex with other men 

while still maintaining heterosexuality 

by participating in heterosexual 

relationships, identifying as heterosexual 

or non-homosexual, and maintaining 

hyper-masculine expression. Because 

of  the belief  that the spread of  HIV/

AIDS was largely due to men who have 

sex with other men, feminists and pro-

women politicians were quick to point 

to this group of  individuals, claiming 

that their homosexual encounters were 

spreading HIV/AIDS to their long-

term Black female partners.i,ii Almost all 

of  these claims were in the context of  

feminism because of  the narrative that 

these men were purposefully deceiving 

their women partners, thus creating the 

idea that being “on the DL” was anti-

feminist.iii However, feminist theory is a 

strong platform that can be used to create 

a sympathetic narrative for Black men 

“on the DL” and provide a framework 

for understanding Black men who 

prefer to act on their non-heterosexual 

desires in privacy and discrete spaces. 

It is also vitally important to reveal 

how critical feminist texts that were not 

originally created to analyze intersecting 

identity politics can provide a better 

understanding of  people with multiple 

marginalized identities. In this paper, I 

take four pinnacle feminist theory texts 

that analyze compulsory heterosexuality, 

hyper-masculine performance, the level 

of  agency among the oppressed, and 

the sacredness of  secret sexual spaces 

to defend Black men “on the DL” as a 

community that enacts feminist sexual 

liberation within their marginalized 

context.

For the ethnographic details 

surrounding the lives and experiences of  

Black men “on the DL”, I turn to Jeffrey 

McCune’s book Sexual Discretion: Black 

Masculinity and the Politics of  Passing (2014). 

His ethnography is an unusually useful 

study for men “on the DL” because 

it connects their experiences as Black 

men to their need/desire to be discrete 

about their male sexual partners. He 

points to their refusal of  being labeled as 

“gay” or “homosexual” as a recognition 

that “visibility [endangers] the subject’s 

agency” in which “spectacles — visible 
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subjects and their personal experiences — 

become controlled by those who have the 

power to determine their meaning”.iv In 

this way, performing as hyper-masculine 

and heterosexual is a way to escape the 

consequences of  complete visibility 

which could skew their self-perception of  

their racial and sexual identity. McCune 

created this ethnography to work against 

the narrative that the media and feminist 

critics created about Black men “on the 

DL” after the sudden rise of  HIV/AIDS 

among heterosexual black women. These 

outside groups created a social narrative 

labeling Black men “on the DL” as 

conniving cheaters who contract HIV/

AIDS from their male partners and give 

it to their unknowing female partners.v, 

vi There is minimal evidence that this 

was the cause of  the rise in HIV/AIDS 

among Black women, but this narrative 

caught on quickly because of  the intense 

fear of  the hyper-masculine Black 

male’s sexual deviance. With the use of  

McCune’s perspective, I will expand his 

argument by using feminist texts to argue 

that being “on the DL” is a way for hyper-

masculine Black men to explore non-

heterosexual sex acts within the contexts 

of  their gendered bodies and oppressive 

institutions.

Adrienne Rich’s “Compulsory 

Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” 

(1980) is a pinnacle feminist text that 

can speak to the prevalence of  claiming 

heterosexuality as an aspect of  being 

“on the DL”. In the first part of  this 

paper, Rich argues that “compulsory 

heterosexuality” is an institution based 

in the oppression of  women. Since 

heterosexuality is institutionalized, 

she claims that women do not have 

the freedom to make heterosexuality 

a “choice” or “preference” because of  

institutionalized pressures and powers 

that coerce them into having sexual 

relationships with men.vii Throughout this 

text, Rich cites women’s various attempts 

to resist a system of  heterosexuality 

that is constantly pushing them toward 

relationships with men. Rich also notes in 

this text that lesbianism is thus different 

from gay male forms of  resistance because 

of  their situated identity of  “woman” in 

the patriarchal system of  heterosexuality.
viii This argument leads to my connection 

between the examples of  women who 

find non-heterosexual relationships 

outside of  the hetero-patriarchy and 

Black men “on the DL”. Rich’s text 

applauds all women who partake in non-

heterosexual relationships in secrecy 
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because they are enacting their desires 

within the context of  the overwhelming 

system of  compulsory heterosexuality 

and patriarchy; Black men who partake 

in discrete homosexual acts are enacting 

their non-heterosexual desires within the 

context of  a compulsory heterosexuality 

and White supremacy. 

To provide support for her assertion 

of  the institution of  compulsory 

heterosexuality, Rich includes a list of  

characteristics of  men’s oppression of  

women over time and place created 

by Kathleen Gough in her essay “The 

Origin of  the Family”: 

‘Men’s ability to deny women sexuality or to force 

it upon them; to command or exploit their labor 

to control their produce; to control or rob them 

of  their children; to confine them physically and 

prevent their movement; to use them as objects in 

male transactions; to cramp their creativeness; or 

to withhold from them large areas of  the society’s 

knowledge and cultural attainments’ (Gough as 

quoted in Rich)ix

Rich adds specific examples of  men’s 

oppression of  women for each of  these 

characteristics through the lens of  

heterosexuality. A racial lens can also 

be applied to Gough’s list, in which the 

characteristics of  power of  men over 

women can be translated to the power 

of  White supremacy over the Black 

community. These relationships support 

the assertion that these powers were 

institutionalized by similar people and 

forces. While all of  the characteristics 

articulated as men’s heterosexual power 

in Rich’s formulation can translated 

to the characteristics of  White power, 

a selection of  them are useful for this 

current argument. Rich’s original listing 

of  Gough’s characteristics are italicized, 

and I replace Rich’s focus on heterosexual 

domination with my focus on racism 

against the Black community in Western 

societyx*:

White people in Western society have 

the power

1) “to deny” [Black people] “of  their 

own sexuality”:  lynching under the 

guise of  predatory sexualityxi, xii; anti-

Blackness within White-dominated 

LGBTQ communitiesxiii; and consistent 

stereotyping of  Black sexuality as violent 

and something that must constantly be 

controlledxiv, xv.

4) “to control or rob” [Black people] 

“of  their children”: by means of  forced 

sterilizationxvi; separation of  Black 

families by way of  the enforcement of  
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child servicesxvii; and the criminalization 

of  Black childhood through the school to 

prison pipelinexviii and the unjust murder 

of  unarmed Black childrenxix

8) “confine” [Black people] “physically 

and prevent their movement”: the institutional 

system of  police violence, including 

systemic rape, physical assault, and 

murderxx; the systemic mass incarceration 

of  Black peoplexxi, xxii; and racial 

discrimination in housing, employment, 

and social welfare programs.xxiii

The notable similarities of  Rich’s 

discussion of  male power constructs to 

the manifestation and sustained White 

power over Black bodies reveals the 

intersectional pressures and institutions 

that pressure women and Black people 

to conform to certain norms. In the 

case of  Black men “on the DL”, it is 

perceived heterosexuality, as well as 

hyper-masculinity, that is enforced and 

institutionalized by White power as the 

normative mode of  being for a Black 

man. Thus, like women, Black men are 

punished less if  they comply with this 

system, and, similar to women in their 

patriarchal contexts, they must explore 

their deviance from heterosexuality in 

underground and discrete spaces in order 

to avoid social punishment, enslavement, 

and “deliberate genocide”.xxiv Black 

men “on the DL” are exploring their 

sexuality outside of  the heterosexual 

patriarchy within the possibilities of  their 

cultural context by visibly emulating the 

expectations of  the White male power 

system while quietly creating spaces for 

sexually deviant acts and exploration. 

If  lesbianism—even in its discrete 

instances among women with secretive, 

independent, close relationships—is a 

form of  sexual and gendered liberation, 

then Black men being “on the DL” must 

be a form of  sexual and racial liberation 

as well.

While Rich’s argument reveals the 

similar characteristics of  the oppression 

that women and Black people face, her 

essay is not enough to assess the needs 

of  Black men “on the DL” to actively 

separate themselves from homosexuality 

by identifying as heterosexual and often 

actively participating in homophobia. 

An adequate analysis of  cis-men’s fear 

that identifying as homosexual or with 

homosexual people in any way will 

threaten their identity is found in Patrick 

D. Hopkins’ essay “Gender Treachery: 

Homophobia, Masculinity, and 
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Threatened Identities” (1996). Hopkins 

theorizes that homophobia is so rampant 

among hyper-masculine cis-men because 

gayness and deviant sexuality threatens 

an individual’s entire identity. This 

results from heterosexuality’s sharp 

distinctions between men and women 

that are so integral to someone’s validity 

and personhood.xxv Homosexuality is 

thus a threat to a man’s “sense of  self ” 

because “identity is fundamentally 

relational” in that it depends on not 

being some other identity, and any 

threat to your specific category is a 

threat to personal identity.xxvi Hopkins 

claims that masculinity is intrinsically 

created and fueled by heterosexism, the 

compulsory political system—such as 

the compulsory heterosexuality Rich 

describes—in which the division of  the 

sexes is seen as “natural, moral, practical, 

and superior”.xxvii Since it is the clear 

division and relationality of  the sexes 

that fuels masculinity, institutionalized 

heterosexism and heterosexuality are 

necessary for a masculine man’s sense of  

sexual/gender identity and ultimately his 

sense of  personhood.

Applying Hopkins’ theory of  

heterosexuality as inherent to masculine 

personhood, it can be seen how 

compulsory heterosexism specifically 

shapes the discretion, shame, and 

persistence of  heterosexual-passing 

among Black men “on the DL”. To be 

seen as more than a person, more than 

just an “it”, Black men need to maintain 

their male identity and being non-

heterosexual takes away that identity. 

While heterosexuality is intrinsically 

tied to masculinity, masculinity is 

also intrinsically tied to Black male 

identity. This is seen throughout history, 

beginning in slavery. Masculine strength 

was the most desired attribute for slaves 

doing physical labor and physically 

strong males were sold at the highest 

prices. From that period onward, hyper-

masculinity has been the trait that has 

given Black men a perceived “leverage” 

in White societyxxviii, whether that be 

through acceptance into White society 

through highly physical sports or through 

acceptance into exclusively pro-Black, 

anti-White spaces such as gangs and rap 

groups that require a level of  hardcore 

strength against a society that hates and 

stereotypes them based on their skin.
xxix, xxx Without hyper-masculinity, both 

a Black man’s male identification and 

Black identification are stripped of  him, 
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and he is “‘something else’… a monster, 

a body without its essential spirit[s], a 

mutation with no specifiable identity”.
xxxi Hopkins’ framework of  the continual 

performance of  masculinity and the 

male gender makes clear the perceived 

impossibility of  rejecting heterosexuality 

because it is this system–this political 

institution–that is an essential part of  

their self- and community-perceived 

personhood. These two identities are 

what makes Black men feel valid. Thus, 

being “on the DL” is not necessarily a 

rejection of  homosexuality for the sake 

of  homophobia and for the sake of  

anti-femininity: It may instead derive 

from the feeling that it is impossible to 

reject heterosexuality because it is at the 

absolute center of  their embodied and 

performed personhood and sense of  self.

Unlike radical forms of  lesbianism, 

masculine-identifying Black men do not 

find relief  from the heteropatriarchy by 

rejecting heterosexuality altogether. In 

doing so, they would be rejecting their 

other identities that are at the core of  

their self-definition and perception of  

personhood. Black men “on the DL” 

thus have the necessity, not the choice, to 

be discrete in their homosexual activities 

and desires. Their Blackness and 

masculinity lead to a strong belief  that 

to explore their sexuality, they have little 

choice but to stay underground, and thus 

they do not feel the need to “come out of  

the closet” because they do not feel like 

that choice is available to them in their 

specific circumstances. 

This concept of  “choice” with regard 

to being “closeted” can be associated with 

the rejection of  pro-choice ideologies by 

women of  color’s reproductive justice 

groups. This is  described in Sonia 

Correa & Rosalind Petchesky’s chapter, 

“Women of  Color and Their Struggle 

for Reproductive Justice”, Reproductive and 

Sexual Rights: A Feminist Perspective (1994). 

They discuss the reasons why many 

women of  color’s reproductive rights 

groups reject the term “pro-choice” 

because it “obscures the social context 

in which individuals make choices” and 

discounts the way the state and society 

police and regulate certain populations.
xxxii While this quote is discussing the 

implications of  applying the word 

choice to women’s reproductive rights 

universally, it is applicable to many sexual 

and personal “decisions” surrounding 

presumed deviant behaviors among 
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minority populations. For Black men “on 

the DL” specifically, using this concept 

would thus imply that according to their 

cultural and gendered context, they do 

not feel like being gay is a possibility for 

their preferred identity. There is no closet 

to “come out of ” because their identities 

are going to be policed whether they are in 

one or out of  one. As a result, they need to 

use discrete methods of  communication 

and community to maintain personhood 

with regard to not only themselves but 

to their community and society. To be 

unrestricted and connected to their sense 

of  reality, liberation can only be found in 

safe, underground sexual spaces.

The importance and sacredness 

of  underground, secretive spaces in 

exploring sexuality is exemplified in 

another feminist/queer text by C. Jacob 

Hale entitled “Leatherdyke Boys and 

Their Daddies: How to Have Sex without 

Women or Men”. This essay discusses 

interviews and the author’s personal 

experience with leatherdyke culture, a 

queer woman-or femme-oriented form 

of  S&M that has two masculine sub/

dom roles of  “boy” and “daddy”.xxxiii 

Hale argues that this dynamic creates 

another culture entirely, wherein female-

bodied individuals can define their 

sexuality and bodies in different ways 

than the dominant societal culture that 

is constantly attempting to confine them 

to a single gender or single sexuality.xxxiv 

These identities purposefully “[replicate] 

the haziness of  the boundaries between 

categories female, lesbian, dyke, queer, 

leather, and butch”xxxv in order for these 

people to create their own personal 

culture and exploration by creating a 

space where self-definition is paramount 

to the relationship between leatherdyke 

boy and leatherdyke daddy. This is 

revealed in the specific ways that boys and 

daddies assign different connotations/

names to body parts in order to fit into 

the fantasy/relationship, such as calling 

someone’s vagina an “asshole” or “butt” 

during sex.xxxvi Leatherdykes are able 

to “produce cultural formations and 

structures different from those found 

in the dominant culture”xxxvii and thus 

create their own culture among the 

people involved. Finally, Hale reveals a 

theoretical need that thinks in “terms of  

multiple, context-specific, and purpose-

specific gendered statuses”  as a way to 

better understand cultural phenomena in 

which identity can be blurred and hazy 

in specific sexual contexts and fantasies. 
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The “multiple cultural situatedness”xxxix 

of  leatherdyke boy and letherdyke daddy 

identities can help us understand different 

gender performances in different contexts, 

wherein there is safety in exploration 

within one space and danger in others. 

Thus, feminist and queer theory can best 

understand the often shifting, “resistant 

sex/gender identifications” that do not 

fit into the existing structures of  sex/

gender/sexuality.xl

The experience of  leatherdyke boys 

and their daddies can help shed light on 

the specific liberation and sexual freedom 

that can come from underground, 

private spaces. Hale’s focus on the 

multiple situatedness and the different 

performances of  gender and sexuality 

in different spaces is useful for analyzing 

the sexual liberation in being “on the 

DL”, as well as the choice to keep non-

heteronormative sexual acts in specific 

spaces, such as online chat rooms or phone 

call lines. Both spaces were specifically 

tailored toward and consumed by Black 

men “on the DL”, in which individuals 

were paired with each other and could 

explore their sexual desires within their 

cultural masculine context. Black men 

who wanted to have sex with other men 

could find their way to these safe spaces 

by word of  mouth and “whispers down 

the grapevine”.xli Like the leatherdyke 

boys learning how to exude masculinity 

while being submissive, men primarily 

use these chats to explore their sexual 

desires while still maintaining their core 

identities as masculine Black men.

Black men “on the DL” have a very 

specific identity that has been widely 

critiqued by feminists concerned that 

these men use women to keep up a 

performance of  heterosexuality while 

undertaking in sex acts with men in 

secret. It is understandable to use 

feminism as a way of  policing and 

shaming these men because some do 

cheat on their wives and girlfriendsxlii 

and some do utilize homophobia to 

maintain their perceived heterosexuality.
xliii However, the “choice” of  Black men 

to be “on the DL”, as argued here, 

can be significantly understood using 

groundbreaking feminist texts and theory 

that critique compulsory heterosexuality, 

depict the construction of  masculinity, 

and discuss sexually safe underground 

spaces as a way of  sexual exploration 

and liberation. Feminist theory, while 

largely undertaking the critique of  
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how women have been oppressed by 

patriarchal institutions, can also help 

us understand discrete sexualities and 

gender performances among oppressed 

individuals who experience institutional 

discrimination based on their race or 

other marginalized aspects of  their 

identity. Concepts of  personhood often 

reside in one’s gender and sexual identity, 

and Black men “on the DL” are no 

exception. We cannot forget our common 

goal of  understanding how patriarchal, 

heterosexual, and racial institutions 

shape and control various aspects of  

our personhood. If  we can question and 

explore across sexual, gender, and racial 

categories, then perhaps we can better 

understand acts and identities that we 

do not yet understand or do not consider 

valid according to the orientation of  

dominant institutions that propagate 

systems of  oppression that impact many 

groups of  people.
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Appendix A

Excerpt from Rich’s “Compulsory 

Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” 

(1980):

“In her essay ‘The Origin of  the Family,’ 

Kathleen Gough lists eight characteristics of  

male power in archaic and contemporary societies 

which I would like to use as a framework: ‘men’s 

ability to deny women sexuality or to force it 

upon them; to command or exploit their labor 

to control their produce; to control or rob them 

of  their children; to confine them physically and 

prevent their movement; to use them as objects in 

male transactions; to cramp their creativeness; or 

to withhold from them large areas of  the society’s 

knowledge and cultural attainments.’14 (Gough 

does not perceive these power characteristics as 

specifically enforcing heterosexuality, only as 

producing sexual inequality.) Below, Gough’s 

words appear in italics; the elaboration of  each 

of  her categories, in brackets, is my own.

“Characteristics of  male power include 

the power of  men

“1. to deny women [their own] sexuality-

[by means of  clitoridecotmy and 

infibulation; chastity belts; punishment, 

including death, for female adultery; 

punishment, including death, for lesbian 

sexuality; psychoanalytic denial of  the 

clitoris; strictures against masturbation; 

denial of  maternal and post menopausal 
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sensuality; unnecessary hysterectomy; 

pseudolesbian images in the media 

and literature; closing of  archives and 

destruction of  documents relating to 

lesbian existence]

2. or to force it [male sexuality] upon 

them-[by means of  rape (including 

marital rape) and wife beating; father-

daughter, brother-sister incest; the 

socialization of  women to feel that male 

sexual “drive” amounts to a right;15 

idealization of  heterosexual romance 

in art, literature, the media, advertising, 

etc.; child marriage; arranged marriage; 

prostitution; the harem; psychoanalytic 

doctrines of  frigidity and vaginal orgasm; 

pornographic depictions of  women 

responding pleasurably to sexual violence 

and humiliation (a subliminal message 

being that sadistic heterosexuality is 

more “normal” than sensuality between 

women)]

3. to command or exploit their labor to control 

their produce-[by means of  the institutions 

of  marriage and motherhood as unpaid 

productions; the horizontal segregation 

of  women in paid employment; the decoy 

of  the upwardly mobile token woman; 

male control of  abortion, contraception, 

sterilization, and childbirth; pimping; 

female infanticide, which robs mothers of  

daughters and contributes to generalized 

devaluation of  women]

4. to control or rob them of  their children-

[by means of  father right and “legal 

kidnapping”;16 enforced sterilization; 

systematized infanticide; seizure of  

children from lesbian mothers by 

the courts; the malpractice of  male 

obstetrics; use of  the mother as the 

“token torturer”17 in genital mutilation 

or in binding the daughter’s feet (or 

mind) to fit her for marriage]

5. to confine them physically and prevent their 

movement-[by means of  rape as terrorism, 

keeping women off the streets; purdah; 

foot binding; atrophying of  women’s 

athletic capabilities; high heels and 

“feminine” dress codes in fashion; the 

veil; sexual harassment on the streets; 

horizontal segregation of  women in 

employment; prescriptions for “full-

time” mothering at home; enforced 

economic dependence of  wives]

6. to use them as objects in male transactions-

[use of  women as “gifts”; bride price; 

pimping; arranged marriage; use of  

women as entertainers to facilitate 

male deals-e.g., wife-hostess, cocktail 

waitress required to dress for male sexual 

titillation, call girls, “bunnies,” geisha, 

kisaeng prostitutes, secretaries]
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7. to cramp their creativeness-[witch 

persecutions as campaigns against 

midwives and female healers, and 

as pogrom against independent, 

“unassimilated” women;18 definition 

of  male pursuits as more valuable than 

female within any culture, so that cultural 

values become the embodiment of  male 

subjectivity; restriction of  female self-

fulfillment to marriage and motherhood; 

sexual exploitation of  women by 

male artists and teachers; the social 

and economic disruption of  women’s 

creative aspirations;19 erasure of  female 

tradition]20

8. to withhold from them large areas of  the 

society’s knowledge and cultural attainments-[by 

means of  noneducation of  females; the 

“Great Silence” regarding women and 

particularly lesbian existence in history 

and culture;21 sex-role tracking which 

deflects women from science, technology, 

and other “masculine” pursuits; male 

social/professional bonding which 

excludes women; discrimination against 

women in the professions]”. 
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Suppose I were to start by telling you 

that I am in love with wax. Paraffin 

wax. Chemically produced paraffin 

ended, I sat cross-legged on my bed blaring 

Fleetwood Mac with the hoard of candles 

in my room all burning—except for one. I 

don’t burn it. I can’t burn that one. If I do 

it fills me with emptiness, loneliness. The 

loneliness then makes me anxious. On that 

evening, I left my door cracked, and my 

roommate entered to see what I was doing. 

After chatting for a bit she noticed the unlit 

candle. That it was the only unlit candle. 

“Why isn’t this one lit?” she remarked. I 

hadn’t consciously thought about why 

I never light it until she asked. But I don’t  

light it because of  him.

I feel most lonely, most anxious, when I 

am driving. Something about the open road 

and the uncertainty that can exist in where 

you’ll end up, where your destination will 

be. Or maybe it’s just the emptiness of being 

in a car, alone, with only your mind and 

wandering thoughts that makes me anxious. 

That’s why even when I would take short 

trips to Whole Foods, or Ikea, or Barnes and 

Noble, I would beg him to tag along. His 

company eliminated the anxiety of  being 

alone. The anxiety of loneliness. It was on 

one of those short trips to Whole Foods, or 

Ikea, or Barnes and Noble when he told 

me a fact about paraffin I had not known 

before. “Did you know that your tires have wax 

in them? They’re not just rubber. There’s paraffin 

wax. Wax that’s derived from petroleum, 

or coal, or oil shale—it’s not the substance 

most people picture, the one derived from 

little honey bees flying in and out of little 

hexagonal hives that lie at the tops of  trees.

Is it strange to find solace in an object? 

To get joy out of  something that so many 

take for granted? That so many don’t even 

see. Paraffin wax is that object for me. 

An inanimate object that soothes me. An 

inanimate object that keeps me from feeling 

pain. Why? It probably does those things 

for me because of him. I loved him, and 

he served as a respite from the relentless 

anxiety that crippled me day in and day out. 

I loved him, and he loved me, and we both 

loved paraffin wax. 

Paraffin wax is a bottom of the barrel 

product. Like, deepest depths of the 

bottom of the barrel product. It’s the last 

byproduct to be produced from 

petroleum production. It comes after the 

petroleum has been used in the 

manufacturing of  gasoline for your car. It 

comes after the petroleum has been used 

to manufacture the asphalt that lies 

beneath the wheels of  your car. 

On a rainy Thursday evening, three 

months after he left and our relationship 
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wax in them, among other things.” Of  course 

that statement hadn’t just come out of  

nowhere—we had been talking about how 

paraffin wax is in so many things, things you 

don’t even think of. Though I’d like to think 

that we were just driving, and that statement 

just came to be. 

I’m not actually in love with paraffin 

wax in its initial state. It’s not the paraffin 

wax; it’s the applications it is used in. It’s in 

candle-making, crayon-shaping, it’s even the 

shiny coat applied in candy-baking. Those 

glistening red cranberries you see sitting 

in a plastic bag marked Ocean Spray in the 

refrigerated section of  the produce section? 

Those too shine because of  paraffin wax. 

God, I love candles. Have you ever just 

sat and played with the melting liquid 

substance that a candle produces as the 

flame shimmies its way down the wick?  The 

tips of  your fingers feel a burning sensation, 

not one of  pain, but rather one that brings 

warmth. As you pull your hand away from 

the liquid and away from the flame and 

away from the candle, the wax hardens on 

your hand, becoming completely affixed to 

your skin. You can pull it off, of  course, and 

when you do it reveals the most brilliant 

pattern of  your fingerprint that you have 

ever seen. Each line and curve and even the 

scarred spot from where you burnt yourself  

on easy-mac when you were six years old 

all appear in front of  you in shiny paraffin 

wax. And then, as you rub it between your 

hands or put it closer to the flame of  that 

burning candle, it disappears as quickly as it 

had formed. Magnificent.

I’m really not even in love with all the 

applications of  paraffin wax, but just the 

ones that remind me of  him. When he first 

came over and saw the hoard of  more than 

twenty that sat atop my dresser, he said, “I’m 

glad I’m not the only one who obsesses over 

candles.” We both exchanged an awkward, 

artificial giggle. 

In that hoard, there is a tall narrow candle 

that sits above all the others on my dresser 

in all its paraffin wax glory. Bright red with 

a wooden wick, it’s artificially scented to 

remind me or you or whoever else happened 

to pick it up from the discount rack of  a 

discount store of  the cranberry bogs of  

New England. But, I can’t burn it anymore. 

I used to burn it every single night. Its 

aroma used to fill my entire apartment on 

chilly winter days, days when he would visit, 

days when he and I were inseparable. The 

interesting thing is why we’re so desperate for this 

anesthetic against loneliness.i But I can’t burn it 

because it reminds me of  him. It reminds 

me of  him because he always remarked 

how it was the most fragrant candle in the 
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hoard. I suppose I could burn the candle as 

a reminder of  my lover. I could let my mind 

think of  him. I could let my mind remind 

me of  all the happiness. But I know that I 

would overthink and then be flooded with 

anxiety. I would overthink  and just feel 

lonely. Overthinking always leads me to 

anxiety. And anxiety? Anxiety is the loneliest 

feeling of  all. Anxiety brings back all of  the 

sadness and pain you felt before, but also 

brings to light new pain, new sadness. And 

when this would happen before I would just 

think of  him, hang out with him, and we 

would burn a candle or color a picture and 

all the anxiety would be replaced with joy. 

But now he is the object of  my anxiety. And 

no matter how many candles or crayons I 

have, it’s different now that he isn’t there to 

share them with. So, I don’t burn it. I don’t 

burn that candle because I’m scared of  

loneliness. Loneliness is painful, but it seems 

even more painful when it’s associated with 

him. We’re all lonely for something we don’t know 

we’re lonely for.ii 

I’m good at isolating. Odd, seeing as I’m 

scared of  loneliness. I’m good at isolating 

myself. Myself  from others. Myself  from 

feelings. Isolating is probably how I cope 

with my inevitable loneliness. Because 

if  I can be the cause of  my loneliness 

that makes it okay, right? It’s only painful 

when I’m not in control.  I’m not good at 

feeling. Feelings make me anxious. I’m 

good at being anxious. Worrying. Panicking. 

Stressing. I’m good at self-medicating. At 

anesthetizing my body. I take a Xanax to 

feel something. And when I say something 

I mean nothing. The lack of  feeling, that’s 

something, right? But pain, pain is a feeling 

too. The pain is what you make of  it. You have to 

find something in it that yields.iii An anesthetic 

induces an insensitivity to pain. Pain without 

cause is pain we can’t trust. We assume it’s been 

chosen or fabricated.iv But I choose my pain. I 

choose my pain before it can choose me. 

But when it does choose me, I choose to use 

an anesthetic to mask my pain. Because for 

some reason feeling nothing is better than 

feeling pain. Feeling nothing is something 

after all, right? We think we have to work in 

order to feel. We want to have our cake resist us; and 

then we want to eat it, too.v I think we have to 

work in order to not feel. Or at least I need 

to work in order to not feel. I’d rather feel 

nothing than feel something. Because even 

nothing is something. 

I don’t think I’ve always felt that way 

about feeling. There was that one night 

when he and I took acid and spent the entire 

night coloring and blaring Stevie Nicks 

and Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds and Joan 

Baez and all of  the other songs that came 
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long before we did, under the light of  those 

candles that flank the end of  my room. I felt 

something that night. We melted some of  

the crayons—which are also formed using 

paraffin wax—that we were coloring with 

over the flame of  that cranberry candle. 

Paraffin merging with another form of  

paraffin. Everything seemed surreal in that 

moment. Like a dream. I like to think his 

company made it feel surreal. Or his love 

towards me. But I know it was most likely 

the acid producing the dream-like feel, the 

dreaminess of  the reality we were living in 

that moment. We watched as slowly each 

color dripped—Bittersweet Shimmer’s 

orange hue dripped softly till the wrapper 

with the signature Crayola logo was all that 

was left. Fuzzy Wuzzy’s ominous peachy-

brown disappeared into the cranberry-red 

liquid that sat around the flame. I see the 

crystal visions. I keep my visions to myself.vi Sure, 

everything felt like a dream during that 

moment, but I also had negative visions 

during the trip. Visions of  the future, where 

I saw him physically melting into the hot 

wax. Rubbing my eyes, the vision would 

disappear. I decided we should play more 

music and get back to coloring instead of  

melting. Some would equate this to a bad 

trip. Maybe it was just the mind predicting 

the future. I can’t say for certain. All I know 

was that the vision was a dream of  loneliness.vii

I have a picture on my phone from that 

first night of  acid dreams.viii It is saved in its 

own album. It’s a selfie I took. I don’t even 

think he knows I took it. I don’t think he 

knows it exists even to this day. In it, half  of  

my face is shown. I have a smirk I have yet 

to see myself  replicate since then, and in the 

background he sits, a shadowy figure writing 

on a piece of  loose-leaf  with a crayon. Why 

is a picture of  something real eventually more 

exciting than the thing itself ?ix When I see that 

picture I am filled briefly with happiness. I 

think it’s the smirk.  I have never truly seen 

my face so happy before or since. Does your 

face please you?x  Yes. Do you consider your image 

erotic?xi Yes. That smirk projects an almost 

erotic feeling within my body, because it 

brings me so much joy to see how much 

joy I had in that moment. But if  I continue 

to look at the picture I am filled with 

loneliness,  and I lock my phone quickly, 

trying to create some sort of  erasure of  the 

image from my mind, instead replacing it 

with the image of  a blank, black, empty 

screen. Nothingness is better than the pain 

of  loneliness. Loneliness brings nothing but 

displeasure. At least nothingness manifests 

without that displeasure. If  you squint does 

your reflection become abstract?xii Yes. Does your 

face please you?xiii No.  
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So instead, when I have memories of  that 

night, of  him, I try to avoid things that will 

make me feel lonely. I do not want to feel the 

pain of  that emotion. I do not want to feel 

any emotion…a memory cannot be trusted, for so 

much of  the experience of  the past is determined by 

the experience of  the present.xiv A memory cannot 

be trusted, and neither can my emotions 

because my mind turns my emotions into 

pain. So, I focus on things from that night 

like the crayons we colored with. Crayons 

are fascinating when you think about 

them. Just as magnificent as candles. Both 

byproducts of  the byproduct paraffin that 

somehow have each then transformed into 

individual objects that are uniquely their 

own.

What I love about crayons is that even 

when they break they remain usable. No 

matter how many times they shatter and fall 

apart, those little paraffin wax morsels still 

smudge color onto a blank page. And even 

sometimes when they break they keep their 

initial appearance of  being in one piece. 

We broke a lot of  crayons that night. That 

night, during our acid dreams, when we 

wrote poems in purple and drew landscapes 

with lime green grasses, we filled two spiral 

notebooks with our creations. Crayons 

became casualties of  the night. Most broke 

into little paraffin morsels, though some 

appeared to still be whole. Crayons are 

like us in that way—or rather like me: even 

when I’m broken I’m not one to show it.  

I haven’t used crayons since that night that 

he and I got high. Maybe it’s because they 

remind me of  him—that’s not true and I 

know it. It’s because, who at my age uses 

crayons on a regular basis?

Maybe what I’ve been trying to reach 

this entire time isn’t the idea that I love 

paraffin, but that I love crayons. Or that 

I love candles. Or that I love crayons and 

candles. Or maybe it’s just that I love him 

and miss him, and that deflecting my pain 

and my anxiety of  missing him into things 

of  paraffin is how I cope. Because I used 

to deflect my pain and my anxiety by 

being with him. And now that he’s gone, 

something else must take his place.

That byproduct. That paraffin wax candle 

mixed with artificial colors and artificial 

scents brings me back to some of  the 

happiest times in my life, but those happy 

times are the ones that bring me the most 

pain. The pain? I think that maybe the pain 

is over how much I miss him. How much 

I miss him and me. Or maybe it’s painful 

because when I stop for a brief  moment my 

mind wanders and I think about the fact 

that one of  my greatest friends, and lovers, 

and companions, is now across the state and 
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that late night Skype calls will never be a 

sufficient replacement for all of  the time 

that we spent together.

Miranda July writes in her memoir, 

It Chooses You: “I felt like I wasn’t living 

thoroughly enough – I was distracted in 

ways I wouldn’t be if  I’d been born in 1929”. 

I think about this quote often when I think 

about him. Especially in moments like this, 

when I think about him and how he makes 

me think about certain paraffin objects, or 

when the objects instead make me think 

about him. I wonder if  I’ve distracted 

myself  by using these objects as metaphors 

of  our time together; if  I had lived in 

another time that maybe I’d have better 

coping mechanisms. But pain is universal 

throughout time. Almost like how paraffin 

is universal in all of  its applications. But 

paraffin just happens to be my distraction, 

doesn’t it? I’ve used artificial objects to keep 

me distracted from the pain I feel.
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Texan Jews have had a unique 

impact as important shapers 

of  cultural landscapes 

and communities. Their influence is 

complicated to sum up, as its history 

and retelling become entangled by anti-

Semitism, politics, and Anglo culture. 

These entanglements have deep roots 

in the peculiarity of  the Jews’ presence 

in and unique interactions with Anglo 

society in Texas. To better understand 

the nature and magnitude of  Jewish 

influence in Texas, it is imperative to 

examine how Jews interacted with white, 

Anglo-Protestant culture and how Jewish 

culture fit into the society as a whole. By 

examining individual anecdotes across 

social issues and among institutions, the 

representation of  the Texan Jew is fully 

contextualized. This offers greater insight 

into the Jewish people’s contributions 

to the state of  Texas and handles 

their history in a manner that avoids 

Anglicization to respect and preserve the 

legacy of  Jewish Texans’ identity

When Abraham C. Laba visited 

Velasco, Texas, in 1831, he encountered 

only two other Jews, Jacob Henry and 

Jacob Lyons, engaged in mercantile 

business. Only until Jacob Henry’s death 

and the subsequent gifting of  his estate 

to build a hospital in the town, would 

Velasco establish itself  as a point of  

Jewish trade in a Texas of  Anglo majority.i  

One of  the earliest proclamations to 

encourage American Jews to come to 

Texas appeared alongside an article 

addressing the history of  anti-Semitism 

in the Asmonean, the first New York Jewish 

newspaper. It read: “Thousands of  acres 

of  land can be bought, within settled 

portions of  the state, for the small sum of  

from 25 cents to $1 an acre… where man 

can make his living to his liking, and [be] 

more independent than the Autocrat 

of  Russia, or the Emperor of  Austria”.ii  

The proclamation was penned and paid 

for by a pioneering merchant named 

Lewis A. Levi, a Houstonian and Jew. 

As a surveyor and land dealer in Texas, 

Levi was a clear break from European 

Jews who were historically not allowed to 

own lands in Europe. Levi himself  had 

bought land from and neighbored Sam 

Houston, received a headright certificate 

(a license to sell government land) and 

governmental commission to distribute 

640 acres of  land, owned a successful 

business in the heart of  downtown 

Houston, and contributed to causes such 

as fundraising to aid victims of  Yellow 

Fever in New Orleans.iii In short, he 
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epitomized the opportunity America and 

Texas could offer the Jewish people.iv Levi 

used his understanding of  Jewish history 

and the American dream to motivate an 

influx of  Jews to migrate to Texas, where 

they enjoyed greater freedom and had 

greater access to land.

Despite all of  Levi’s achievements and 

his impact on the Jewish community 

in Texas, most of  his biographical 

data is recorded in a mundane report 

entitled Foreigners in the Principal Towns 

of  Ante-Bellum Texas, published in a 

1962 edition of  Southwestern Historical 

Quarterly.v Ironically, this reputation as 

“foreign” haunts the Jewish presence 

in Anglo society—regardless of  how 

deeply Jews assimilated—and personifies 

the complex coexistence of  Jewish 

culture in an Anglo-dominated society. 

Anglo society kept the Jews on the 

periphery, and even recorded histories 

keep them at a distance. Regardless of  

Jewish Texans being identical to their 

Anglo counterparts in background, 

education, or achievement in politics, 

the reservation of  Anglos towards Jews 

lingers, preventing full welcoming of  

Jews into Anglo society. Since the earliest 

Jewish Texan settlers, Jews have never 

been fully embraced by or welcomed into 

mainstream Anglo culture. Despite this, 

Jews thrived because of  their freedom 

in Texas, having escaped oppression in 

Europe to achieve—in some cases—

extravagant success and create great 

impact. 

In Houston, Texas, Mitchell L. 

Westheimer is one such case. In 1865, 

he purchased a cotton plantation 

and worked throughout the 1870s to 

complete a five-mile trail from his front 

doorstep to downtown. In 1895, he 

gifted part of  his trail to the city.vi By 

the time of  his death, he was fluent in 

seven languages, worked at the bank and 

post office, built the city’s first streetcars, 

and founded and fully funded the city’s 

first public school.vii He owned a flour 

mill and the Houston Livery Stable on 

Market Square in Houston, and funded 

the immigration of  five of  his nephews to 

Texas from Germany.viii He then put the 

nephews to work, further expanding his 

business ventures. Additionally, ten of  his 

twelve nieces would eventually relocate 

from Germany to Houston.ix

Another case of  success is that of  

Morris Lasker. In 1884, he arrived in 

Virginia from Prussia in his mid-teens 

and gradually migrated to Texas over 

the next three years. He survived on 
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the generosity and business of  slaves 

and plantation owners alike.x Despite 

narrowly avoiding being lynched for 

voting against secession in Weatherford, 

Texas, he later enlisted in the Confederate 

Army. He served under the command of  

Col. George W. Baylor and Col. John S. 

“Rip” Ford. After the war, Lasker returned 

to peddling, this time with a horse and 

wagon. It is recorded that he amassed 

$1,500 in gold within a few months of  

the war’s close.xi, xii  By 1872, he settled 

in Galveston. He became the president 

of  two banks and a real estate company, 

founded Texas Star Flour and Corn Mill, 

and was one the first open advocates of  

the eight hour work day.xiii He served on 

the Texas Senate via special election in 

1895 to fill a vacant seat formerly held 

by Miles Crowley.xiv Transforming from 

a frightened fleeing teenage political 

refugee into a successful Galvestonian 

business titan and statesman, Lasker’s 

story addresses the full range of  success 

and mobility offered by Texas to Jews.   

However, male Jews were not alone in 

their success. Females could find success 

in Texas as well. An example of  this can 

be found in Fannie Fechenbach Sanger, 

originally from Wurttemberg, Germany. 

Moving to Dallas in 1876, she became a 

city renowned patron of  art following her 

marriage to Alexander Sanger in 1879. 

She dealt in European art and rarities, 

and she built up an extensive collection 

herself.xv She also participated in many 

women’s organizations and societies 

and is best known for her involvement 

with the Ladies’ Hebrew Benevolent 

Association, the King’s Daughters, the 

Dallas Woman’s Home, and the Allegro 

Club.xvi Following her death in November 

of  1898, “a mile-long procession”xvii 

trailed her body from her Dallas 

residence to graveside. Hundreds of  

people attended her funeral.  Despite her 

service being held in a traditional Jewish 

cemetery, it is notable that the attendees 

were diverse in “races, economic classes, 

and denominations”.xixx She moved her 

community, and her funeral shows the 

size of  the impact of  her work.

Successful, philanthropic and 

financially-integrated Jewish settlers 

secured a Jewish place in the Anglo 

societies of  Texas. However, it is 

impossible to discuss Jewish success 

in Texas without also addressing the 

increasing persecution that occurred 

during the early 20th century. Success 

was possible, but it was not the sole 

outcome of  early Jewish settlers. While 
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some did prosper, many Jewish people 

settling and residing in Texas were 

regularly persecuted and abused by 

racially motivated groups and individuals 

alike. By the eve of  World War II, 

restrictive immigration guidelines, higher 

education and medical school restrictions, 

and neighborhood business owners’ 

“gentlemen’s agreements” barred Jews 

from many businesses, organizations, and 

neighborhoods and geographic areas.xx 

One Ku Klux Klan record of  instruction 

from the period reads:

The Jew patronizes only the Jew unless it is 

impossible to do so. Therefore, we Klansmen… 

must… by the same methods, protect ourselves… 

With this practice faithfully adhered to, it will 

not be long before the Jew will be forced out of  

business by our practice of  his own business 

methods, for when the time comes when Klansmen 

trade only with Klansmen then the days of  the 

Jews’ success in business will be numbered and 

the Invisible Empire can drive them from the 

shores of  our own Americaxxi

This exemplifies the perpetuation of  

the trope of  the Jew as the exploitive 

foreigner is revealed. Subscribers to 

this stereotype genuinely believed in 

a Jewish conspiracy that would betray 

American culture to foreign powers. As 

a result, they organized their own Anglo-

American conspiracy in reaction. Anglo-

Americans mounted resistance efforts to 

this perceived conspiracy.

This movement took the form of  

segregating Jews from the mainstreamed 

Anglo-American society and culture 

in Texas. Popular press and societal 

convention began to accept the 

defaming and derogatory narrative of  

Jews as inferior un-American foreigners 

more than in previous eras. In 1920s 

Houston, a weekly newspaper edited by 

journalist Billie Mayfield began using 

racially-charged language to regularly 

attack local Jews as economic parasites.
xxii Expressing the sentiment of  the times 

in Mayfield’s own words, “there are lots 

of  good Jews in Houston and all over 

Texas; you find them with tombstones 

over their heads”.xxiii Anti-Semitism 

was a growing trend across the state. 

In 1923, another Dallas paper’s editor 

warned a Jewish tailor by name not to 

organize against the Klan, or else his 

business would suffer.xxiv The exact threat 

suggested that “Protestant Klothiers” 

might prefer Protestant scissors to Jewish 

ones, should the latter not comply with 

Klan demands.xxv Threats such as this 

one reveal the boldness of  threats that 

the Jewish people faced.  
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Stereotypes abounded, many centered 

on religious claims. Robert C. Ingersoll 

(popular American lawyer, a Civil 

War veteran, and politician) described 

and addressed his experience and the 

stereotypes of  Jews witness as blatantly 

racist: 

When I was a child I was taught that the 

Jews were exceedingly hard-hearted and cruel 

people, and that they were so destitute of  the 

finer feelings that they had a little while before 

that time crucified the only perfect man who had 

appeared upon the earth; that this perfect man 

was also a perfect God, and that the Jews had 

really stained their hands with the blood of  the 

Infinitexxvi

Regarding communications within the 

Ku Klux Klan, sections of  text from the 

Klan news pamphlet, The Searchlight, 

reveal deeply anti-Semitic language 

being used by Chaplains within the 

organization. For example, one Chaplain 

“Ridley” wrote, “In all my twenty-five 

years traveling about over this continent 

I have never met a disloyal American 

who failed to be either foreign-born or 

a Semite”.xxvii He also claimed Jewish 

conspiracy with Russian backing and 

support: “[T]he Jew is interested in 

over-throwing Christian Russia. But 

remember, he does not intend to stop at 

Russia. Through his Third Internationale 

of  Moscow he is working to overthrow all 

the Gentile Governments of  the world”.
xxviii Paranoia of  this kind that seemed 

to have been at the heart of  the Klan’s 

persecution of  Jews. In an increasingly 

hostile international environment 

following the First World War, the trope 

of  Jew as foreigner agitated race relations.

The Klan’s radical anti-Semitic 

ideology incited boycotts and economic 

pressure. Klan certification stickers 

were placed on windows of  Anglo 

stores in Corsicana Texas, and Klan 

supporters boycotted stores without the 

sticker. Many Jews resorted to paying all 

employees’ Klan fees, paying bribes, or 

putting employees belonging to Klan on 

their letterheads to escape the economic 

death sentence by boycott.xxix The Klan 

in turn extorted these payments and 

forced their way into leadership positions 

in Jewish owned businesses through this 

process. 

Jewish people faced persecution 

from the Ku Klux Klan in the form of  

cross burnings, destruction of  personal 

property, and even being tarred and 

feathered; however, they were not at risk 

of  being lynched nor did they receive the 

same level of  hate from the Klan as did 
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black Texans. There is only one recorded 

Jewish lynching domestically, and it 

was far away from Texas in Marietta, 

Georgia.xxx This is not to say that the Klan 

afforded Jews any special treatment, but 

rather they were more focused on blacks 

historically.

Klan membership in Dallas stood at 

approximately 13,000 between 1921 

and 1925, meaning that Dallas boasted 

the highest density of  Klansman per 

capita during this time.xxxi The resulting 

effects on the Jewish experience were 

proportionate. It is clearly documented 

that as the Klan grew, relations with 

Jews declined. Ouida Nalle, a Texas Jew, 

described that: “The hooded night riders 

so terrorized the Jews in some parts of  

the state that… they all gathered together 

and sat up all night fearing a pogrom”.
xxxii Dallas was a powder keg of  racially 

charged tension, and Jewish existence in 

the city was likely difficult and stressed.

Many Jews were not extremely 

successful or integrated with the local 

business community; it was these Jews 

who often fell victim to the mob tactics 

of  the Klan. In March 1922, twenty-two 

year old Manual Nussbaum was tarred 

and feathered by the Klan for “despoiling 

a Gentile girl”.xxxiii The same month, 

hooded Klansmen kidnapped, beat, and 

drove Philip Rothblum out of  Dallas for 

allegedly being seen conspiring with a 

black man.xxxiv In contrast to the treatment 

of  blacks by the Klan, Jews were less 

persecuted. They were not treated as 

equals, but they were too assimilated into 

local towns and cultures to be completely 

subjected to the full wrath of  the Klan 

without societal repercussion.

Despite their anti-Jewish doctrine, 

Klansmen were known to make efforts to 

recruit Jews as they were often ignorant 

of  Jews’ status when they were only 

known professionally. Edward Tithe, a 

Jewish merchant from Dallas, was invited 

to join the Klan and serve in a leadership 

position of  “Kleagle”.xxxv Upon learning 

he was Jewish, the Klan’s reaction was 

rather anti-climactic, merely stating that it 

was too bad, as he would have excellently 

fit the position.xxxvi There is the case of  

Alex Sanger, a Jewish state fair official 

who was the director of  the fair from 

1886 until 1925. Because of  this role, he 

was present and seated on the podium 

platform overseeing the Fair’s Klan Day 

in 1923.xxxvii The event was advertised and 

billed as the “initiation of  the largest class 

in the history of  Klandom” and bragged 

ten thousand new candidates initiated by 
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the end of  the night.xxxviii In addition to 

events, phone calling initiatives increased 

the recruitment of  Jews into the Klan, 

as was the case with the Beaumont Jew, 

Hyman Perlstein.xxxix

More recently, A.R. “Babe” Schwartz, 

a Texas House of  Representative member 

elected in 1955 detailed that, “During the 

segregation battles, we all got cards in the 

mail making us honorary members of  the 

Ku Klux Klan… I got up in the House 

and renounced the membership because 

one could not be an honorary member 

of  a dishonorable organization… but 

the best news came the next day advising 

me that I couldn’t be a member anyhow, 

because I was ineligible as a Jew”.xl 

Including his first term, he would go on 

to serve three terms in the State House 

of  Representatives and six terms in the 

State Senate. He became a stern defender 

of  desegregation, environmentalism, 

and successfully sought regulation and 

reform of  nuclear waste disposal.xli The 

point being, he did not lose or jeopardize 

his seat in his openness as a Jew or for this 

direct assault on the Klan in the public 

forum.

This strange association and contact 

of  Jews by the Klan was the result of  

Jews in Texas surviving for so long by 

congregating together while also making 

deliberate moves toward community 

involvement. From the first settlements of  

the 19th century, Jews banded together 

to improve their livelihoods. They also 

had made a concerted effort to become 

fully immersed in local Anglo society and 

culture. In the town of  San Angelo Texas, 

as early as 1880 (and again in 1885),xlii, xliii  

local newspapers noted merchants closing 

during Jewish High Holy days, marking 

a clear display of  Jewish influence and 

openness in the community. By 1927, a 

formal two-story synagogue was built, 

and in 1929, the dedication of  the 

building was attended by San Angelo’s 

mayor and several Christian ministers. 

The proceedings were broadcasted live 

via the radio to the surrounding area.
xliv For context, three years later (1930), 

there were only eighty Jews living in the 

town of  roughly twenty-five thousand 

in population, yet they were most 

certainly given significant recognition 

by the Anglo authorities.xlv This shows 

extreme investment in the minority 

Jewish community by the majority Anglo 

community, and it implies intentional 

Jewish efforts to make connections with 

those most different from themselves in 

San Angelo (i.e. Protestant Christians). 
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Efforts connect Anglos and Jews appear 

in the founding of  San Angelo. Marcus 

Koenigheim, a Jewish businessman 

out of  San Antonio, acquired the land 

in 1878 as a repayment of  a loan. He 

allowed Baptists and Methodists to settle 

it, selling his land indiscriminately, and 

he even gave portions of  the land freely 

without charge to be used as Christian 

church grounds and for schools.xlvi This 

is not an isolated incident. Jews have 

consistently made an effort to positively 

interact with traditionally Anglo powers 

and sectors of  society. As a result, it was 

not uncommon for Jews to run for public 

office. It seems that it was much more 

common for Jews to fully embrace and 

adopt American-Texan democracy and 

elections than Mexican rule.

This appears as early as the Texas 

revolution through Adolphus Sterne, 

a German Jew and immigrant to the 

filibuster town of  Nachodoges. An East 

Texas merchant, he is considered a major 

and critical financial backer of  the Texas 

Revolution. After fighting in and being 

captured during the Fredonia Rebellion, 

he was released from a death sentence 

by fellow Freemasons after swearing to 

never take up arms against the Mexican 

government again. He proudly adhered 

to that vow, all while sending funds 

to Sam Houston.xlvii He served in the 

Constitutional Congress of  1833 and 

command a company at the Battle of  the 

Neches. He became the Nacogdoches 

postmaster, and served as Nacogdoches 

deputy clerk, an Associate Justice in 

Nacogdoches, a member of  the State 

Board of  Health, and an Overseer of  

Streets for the county. Lastly, he became 

the representative of  Nacogdoches to the 

Texas House of  Representatives. In this 

capacity, he went on to be successfully 

re-elected before finally serving as a 

representative to the Texas Senate.xlviii

The first record of  a Jew running 

for statewide non-legislative office in 

Texas was the 1926 race for attorney 

general. Charles Louis Brachfield, a 

Jew of  Henderson Texas, ran a close 

race and lost by a mere 3,600 votes; 

this was a relatively impressive showing 

considering the state was experiencing 

the height of  the Klan’s influence at the 

time.xlix Brachfield had previously held 

the position of  county judge from 1897 

until 1902, served in the Texas Senate 

for the following eight years, and also was 

appointed as a District Court judge from 

1918-1928. It is important to recognize 

that a Jew at this point in history could 
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be considered seriously as a candidate 

and could be afforded opportunities to 

amass a serious resume in political roles. 

It is likely that his loss can be attributed 

to his strict prohibition stance rather 

than his status as a Jew.l While his Jewish 

status restricted access to non-legislative 

positions before 1926, it seems surprising 

that there were no issues during his 1926 

run, given the statewide Anglo-centric 

climate.

Community and political activism was 

not limited to politicians like Brachfield 

or the previous example of  the 1895 

special election of  State Senator Morris 

Lasker though. Many semi-political 

and charitable organizations also 

sprung up with Jewish sponsorship, 

often indiscriminate in faith or race 

of  those receiving assistance.li It was a 

general rule according to one report by 

the American Israelite that in Waco, 

“there [was] not a Christian church in 

the city or county which Jews did not 

help support financially”.lii In Waco in 

1913, a local chapter of  the Council of  

Jewish Women emerged; it was founded 

by Carrie Sanger Godshaw. The Waco 

chapter founded a night school geared 

specifically toward new arrivals and 

immigrants. Its objective was to teach 

English and enable its students for success. 

The group also founded a penny lunch 

initiative benefiting a local school as well 

as clothing relief  efforts. Godshaw was a 

progressive, a suffragist, and politically 

active in Waco’s community where she 

served as the founder of  the local chapter 

of  the League of  Women Voters and as 

the director of  Planned Parenthood.liii,liv  

This demonstrates the significant Jewish 

involvement in community improvement.

An example of  indiscriminate support 

can be found in the general efforts of  the 

Jewish National Women’s Council across 

the state. The first Texas chapter of  the 

organization was founded in Beaumont 

in 1901. During this meeting, the 

group established a library containing 

three hundred titles in the vestry of  

Beaumont’s Temple Emanuel as part 

of  an effort to begin collection for the 

establishment of  a public library.lv The 

organization’s long-term support of  

Texas libraries, schools, and educational 

enterprises remains well-documented. 

Another example of  this effort occurred 

on June 1, 1936, when the San Antonio 

chapter donated two thousand books to 

the San Antonio public library system.
lvi The organization also sought to 

address controversial issues head on 
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and frequently advocated for suffrage 

and against prostitution and slavery.
lvii The organization made important 

cultural and political contributions to 

the discourse and direction of  the state 

as a result. Jews participated in a largely 

Anglo dominated social sphere to leave 

their mark. 

A modern example of  intentional 

Jewish outreach can be found in today’s 

Dallas Jewish Community Foundation; 

it does not exclude students of  any faith 

from application to the scholarships 

they offer, nor are the scholarships 

distributed with any consideration of  

faith. Their website, +as of  November 

25, 2017, allows any “full time student 

attending school from the Fall of  2018 

until the Spring of  2019” who is also 

an “American Citizen” and has resided 

in “Collin County, Dallas County, or 

Denton County” (i.e. the city of  Dallas) 

for at least a year to be eligible to receive 

their scholarship offerings.lviii Once again, 

Texan Jews showed their community 

involvement. As in the previous historical 

examples, no expectations are attached to 

these efforts, and they represent genuine 

attempts to remain good neighbors to 

their surrounding communities.

Texan Jews and Texan Anglo culture 

have a peculiar relationship. It is 

inaccurate to say that Jews assimilated 

completely, that Jews resisted assimilation, 

that they went un-persecuted, or that 

they received the worst treatment. 

There seems to have always been some 

sort of  uneasiness that shrouds the Jews 

from full recognition by Anglo society, 

but this also offers a veil of  occasional 

protection and defense. Jews have been 

known to be incredibly successful within 

the state, though they have also been 

the target of  discrimination and hate. 

Despite this, they have successfully 

integrated and cooperated with Anglo-

American society. Through fostering 

this relationship and making efforts to 

actively involve themselves in their local 

communities, it seems they have, in most 

cases, earned enough respect from the 

majority community to garner a seat 

(even if  often grudgingly) at the political 

and economic table. They have shaped 

Texas dramatically and are continuing to 

do so as a result. Perhaps, the April 11, 

1890 headline from the newspaper, The 

Day, was correct: it seemed Jews have a 

peculiar role in Texas.            
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Introduction

On June 7, 1977, Johnny 

Rotten, Sid Vicious, Paul 

Cook, and Steve Jones of  the 

Sex Pistols sailed down the River Thames, 

just two nights after Queen Elizabeth’s 

own luxurious and incredibly exclusive 

Jubilee fleet had done the very same. 

They played the British national anthem 

on cassette and followed it with original 

songs—“Anarchy in the U.K,” “Pretty 

Vacant,” and, of  course, “God Save the 

Queen”—that were outright offensive to 

British tradition, the government, and 

even Elizabeth herself. It’s no surprise, 

then, that the four punks were almost 

arrested for public indecency by police 

even though they had a legal permit to 

be there (or so Richard Branson says). 

That same year—Queen Elizabeth 

II’s Silver Jubilee year—the Pistols had 

skyrocketed to international popularity. 

In record time, they outpaced bands they 

called “dinosaurs” like the Stones and 

the Beatles and rode a wave of  nihilism 

characteristic of  1970s Britain.i,ii

Despite popular belief, 1977 Britain 

was more than the anti-authoritarian 

sentiment and iconoclasm typically 

associated with punk music. By the second 

half  of  the century, the functions of  the 

crown lied overwhelmingly in public 

displays such as coronations, balcony 

speeches, Jubilees, and weddings. Such 

elaborate celebrations were important 

because they alluded to something 

profound—be it empire, patriotism, 

British identity, or some combination 

thereof. But as faith in the entire British 

project began to erode in the seventies, so 

did the profoundness that underpinned 

the crown. A novel number of  Britons 

thought the crown and its displays were 

inauthentic, phony, out of  touch, and 

out of  step with the people. Influenced 

by these phenomena, the Pistols wrote 

“God Save the Queen,” arguing that the 

Queen was a commodity and her Jubilee 

a venire, neither with any meaningful 

basis. However, rather than take to the 

republican pulpit, the Sex Pistols instead 

sought to inject meaning and authenticity 

back into the monarchy. Along with 

the appropriately dubbed “alternative 

national anthem,” the Thames River 

boat party was supposed to serve as a 

juxtaposition to the Queen’s elite and 

inaccessible Jubilee fleet, an example of  

what authentic celebration ought to look 

like. Even further, performative fashion 

served as the Pistols’ most deliberate 

attempt to make the Queen an interactive 
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and meaningful part of  punk identity by 

using her portrait combined with original 

patterns and graphics. The Sex Pistols did 

not sing in vain, because the monarchy 

was forced to communicate more openly 

and meaningfully with the English in the 

era of  Diana and Kate Middleton.

The Conventions & Functions of  

Monarchy Around 1977

By the Pistols’ time, the bulk of  the 

crown’s duties lied in public display: 

Jubilees, coronations, balcony speeches, 

weddings, and radio broadcasts. Such 

displays were deliberately invented to 

secure relevancy of  the crown following 

the shrinkage of  the monarch’s political 

and economic agency, and to bolster 

British pride amid the decline of  the 

country’s prestige abroad.iii Even further 

than that, public display proved especially 

beneficial “PR” for the monarchy itself. 

Regular Britons could see the royal 

family, celebrate them, and sometimes 

even feel intimately connected to them; 

their patron rulers who, though neither 

appointed nor elected, represented them 

in important ways. For instance, during 

wartime in the 1940s, George VI and 

the future Queen Elizabeth’s displays 

on the war front and at home reminded 

the English people that “the British 

imperial monarchy embod[ies] decency, 

continuity, reassurance and hope”.iv 

Even more important, by “combining 

order with freedom, and tradition with 

liberty,” the royal couple also reminded 

Britons that the King and Queen, like 

the common people, experienced the 

carnage firsthand.

Monarchical public displays were 

not just public displays. Whether 

British spectators looked at “the gloved 

hand waving from the golden coach” 

and saw national pride, international 

prestige, or a family representative of  

the right kind of  Britishness, did not 

matter. What mattered was that they 

saw something more profound than 

gloved hands and golden coaches.v 

If  stripped of  this importance, which 

Cannadine repeatedly urges makes them 

relevant, public displays look different, 

and understandably so.vi At face value, 

they celebrate men and women who 

are anointed, not appointed or elected, 

to a position above politics, sin, and the 

humdrum of  regular British life. Their 

clothes are elaborate, their robes are 

lined with expensive fur, and they deliver 

speeches atop platforms and in protected 

palaces. The divide between monarch 

and subject is integral to the praxis 
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even of  a Christmas broadcast or radio 

speech.vii Fortunately for the monarchy, 

the underpinnings that gave Jubilees, 

coronations, balcony speeches, and their 

relevance has yet to give way in Britain. 

Even still, the meaningfulness that was 

supposed to define one display—Queen 

Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee—came under 

fire in the decade of  discontent. For the 

first time in a long time, a lot of  Britons 

felt real resentment for the crown and all 

of  its trappings.

Britain in the 1970s: 

A Decade of  Discontent

During the 1970s, the economic and 

political situation in Britain was poor, 

and practically everyone—including 

the Pistols—knew it. Inflation was at a 

high 16%, wages were low, and British 

prestige was embittered across the globe, 

having folded to the likes of  Russia and 

the United States.viii Though it was 

certainly a decade of  recession and strife, 

it was not plagued by major depression 

and existential conflict like the 1940s, 

contrary to what the media promoted. 

According to Tara Martin-Lopez, the 

optics of  it, defined by the daily sight of  

“rubbish…left on the street and bodies…

unburied,” combined with Conservative 

efforts to paint the period as a historically 

negative one enshrined the 1970s as 

Briton’s problem decade.ix Britons 

who turned their TVs saw towers of  

garbage, on-going strikes, and pessimistic 

political speeches. The decade and its 

mythologized winter of  1978-79 were 

near-apocalyptic. In fact, as Sex Pistol’s 

frontman John Lydon looks back on the 

seventies in Julien Temple’s The Filth 

and Fury, he captures this exact feeling:

It was cold and miserable, no-one had any jobs, 

you couldn’t get a job. Total social chaos. There 

was rioting all over the place, strikes on every 

kind of  amenity you could think of. The TV 

channels would go on and off randomly…there 

was also a garbage strike that went on for years 

and years and years and there was trash piled ten 

feet highx

Certainly, then, the disillusionment 

of  the 1970s was one of  many lenses 

with which the Sex Pistols looked at the 

world. As youngsters, seventies Britain 

was the only Britain they knew, and it 

undoubtedly shaped their songs, behavior, 

and perception of  the monarchy. Despite 

the punk band’s critiques of  the Queen 

were novel in their outlandishness and 

brazenness, they were by no means 

leveled alone in their frustrations. 

Disillusionment with the monarchy 

cropped up exponentially in 70s Britain, 
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though not addressed in detail by British 

historians like Cannadine, Antonia 

Frasier, and Robert Lacey because the 

“venire” of  discontent “gave way to 

tradition” at the end of  the day.xi Many 

Britons shared with the Pistols a dynamic 

and complicated relationship with their 

monarch.

Evidence of  anti-monarchism and 

anti-Jubileeism in the seventies is quite 

ample. According to one 1977 public 

opinion poll, 16.4% of  Britons responded 

“no” to the question “does Britain need a 

queen”, compared with 11% in previous 

years.xii Several pieces in newspapers 

and magazines criticized the cost of  the 

Silver Jubilee. “Abolish the Monarchy” 

and “Stuff the Jubilee” badges were 

worn in public by a great deal of  British 

Communists and Socialists. Though 

left-leaning newspapers made such 

criticisms and radical leftists wore such 

pins, a newfound reservation of  the 

crown grew among those of  the middle 

and right on the political spectrum. 

For example, former Home Secretary 

Merlyn Reese, described by the Guardian 

as “a conventional politician… of  the 

moderate wing of  his party” took “issue 

with the palace’s decision to issue silver 

medals to award do-gooders” because 

of  how expensive it was.xiii In addition, 

one Mass-Orbs reporter was struck that 

the Telegraph, a conservative newspaper, 

printed editorials on “the pros and cons of  

the monarchy and of  the Queen’s virtues 

and fault. Such think pieces, the reporter 

writes, “would have been inconceivable 

even twenty-five years ago”.xiv 

The Queen’s public opinion crisis was 

not political or economic, considering 

that the monarch had little power 

over both, only power to “advise and 

consent” the government.xvii Instead, 

the profoundness that underpinned the 

very functions of  monarchy—which lied 

mostly in public display—eroded under 

the weight of  domestic turmoil, and that 

seriously affected how the English people 

thought about their Queen. Remarkably, 

British monarchal rituals propagated 

became threatened in the 1970s. National 

pride was scarce Britons’ faith dwindled 

in their Labour government. The empire 

was shrinking by the day. The meaning 

of  being “British” became threatened 

because of  the rising nationalism among 
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the Scottish and Irish.xviii The only things 

left of  the Silver Jubilee were skeletons 

of  golden chariots and expensive street 

parades. Though some Britons wearing 

“Abolish the Monarchy” badges felt 

that the discontent of  the seventies 

proved the crown had run its course and 

should dissolve, the Sex Pistols thought 

otherwise.

God Save the Queen,                  

the Fascist Regime

The Alternative Jubilee began with 

“God Save the Queen,” The Sex Pistols’ 

second single after “Anarchy in the U.K.” 

It dropped in late May because Malcolm 

McLaren, the band’s manager, wanted 

the record to top the charts by Jubilee 

week. When the Pistols started working 

on the song earlier that year, EMI 

unexpectedly ditched them months prior 

because of  the band’s recklessness. The 

band later signed with Virgin Records, 

but their influence had waned since 

their breakout. Naturally, then, McLaren 

figured the press generated by the “God 

Save the Queen” record would propel 

the band right back on top of  the ever-

growing heap.xix “God Save the Queen” 

ultimately became the Pistols’ highest-

grossing record, selling 120,000 copies 

despite attempts by British media to 

thwart its distribution and marketing.xx

To view “God Save the Queen” as 

a lime light grab does little justice to 

the song and its message. The record 

reflected the Sex Pistols’ sentiments 

about the crown and British society in the 

1970s. John Lydon, the band’s lyricist, 

tells interviewer Jon Savage twenty years 

after the record dropped that he wrote 

“God Save the Queen” “in the kitchen 

at the squat, just like that” and that he 

had “thought about it for weeks”.xxi More 

generally about his creative process as a 

young lyricist, he says he always “left a 

free hand” to write “honest and open” 

songs.xxii With that, the lyrics of  “God 

Save the Queen” genuinely reflected 

Lydon’s feelings. The substance of  it 

cannot be written off as a vain attempt 

to use slander of  the Queen to warrant 

attention for the band through a press 

controversy. On the contrary, Lydon 

hated the media circuses McLaren often 

drug the Pistols into.xxiii,xxiv,xxv

Media opportunism aside, “God Save 

the Queen” was not laced with any 

explicit political or anti-monarchical 

agenda. To Savage, Lydon repeatedly 

stresses that the band was apolitical, 

and that every song he wrote was about 

“personal anarchy” much more than 
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“political anarchy” of  any kind. Though 

many people close to the Pistols, including 

McLaren and Vivienne Westwood, toed 

a Communist line in the seventies, Lydon 

himself  did not care all that much about 

what was going on in Parliament or 

abroad. In interview, Lydon tells Savage 

that he hates when people ask him 

political questions because he doesn’t 

have a clear political opinion, because he 

“hates Thatcher, but so do most people” 

and “hates left-wing politics, as much as” 

he does “the right”.xxvi That the song was 

written to degrade the monarchy or ruin 

its Jubilee is false. In a 1977 interview 

with Kris Needs, a punk journalist who 

wrote for ZigZag, Lydon and his fellow 

Sex Pistol Paul Cook emphasize that 

when they wrote “God Save the Queen” 

they “didn’t think of  the Jubilee”:

Paul: We didn’t even know it was coming. We 

didn’t bring it out specially for this sh*t, but it’s 

good it’s come out now, ‘cos the Jubilee is a load 

of  bollocks, I think.

“The single is nothing personal against the 

Queen. It’s what she stands for...a symbol”, said 

Johnxxvii

Needs further contextualizes their 

statements, writing that the song was 

actually “first performed at a gig in 

Hendon and then on the Anarchy tour 

six months ago [in January]”.xxviii Before 

McLaren opted to change it, “God Save 

the Queen” wasn’t the original title, but 

rather, “No Future.”xxix The song has a 

political or republican flavor to it, but 

was never exclusively about politics, the 

Jubilee, or the Queen, and it did not 

make explicit any position regarding 

those things.

What was “God Save the Queen” if  

not an attempt to spurn controversy or 

a political or anti-monarchical protest 

piece? Given the lyrics, it becomes 

clear that what is being articulated in 

the “alternative national anthem” is 

a critique of  the meaninglessness of  

the crown and its Jubilee, accurately 

capturing the opinion of  a great number 

of  Britons at the time.

God save the queen
The fascist regime 
They made you a moron
A potential H bomb

God save the queen
She’s not a human being
and there’s no future
And England’s dreaming

Don’t be told what you want
Don’t be told what you need
There’s no future
No future
No future for you
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God save the queen
We mean it man
We love our queen
God saves
 
God saves the queen
‘Cause tourists are money
And our figurehead
Is not what she seems

Oh God save history
God save your mad parade
Oh Lod God have mercy
All crimes are paid

Oh when there’s no future
How can there be sin
We’re the flowers
In the dustbin
We’re the poison
In your human machine
We’re the future
Your future
 
God save the queen
We mean it man
We love our queen
God saves

God save the queen
We mean it man
There’s no future
In England’s dreaming
God save the queen

No future
No future
No future for you
No future
No future
No future for you
No future
No future
No future for you xxx

In the first half  of  the song, the Queen 

is painted as a shiny commodity or relic 

with no viable connection to reality. 

Lines like “she ‘aint no human being” 

and “our figurehead is not what she 

seems” support that. Her Silver Jubilee 

is presented as equally problematic, a 

“mad parade” that has stupefied the 

masses and that has thrown a veil over 

the nihilism and hopelessness of  the 

time. Lydon captures this sentiment with 

phrases like “no future,” “the potential 

H-bomb,” and “the dust-bin”.xxxi The 

lyrics of  “God Save the Queen” were not 

shocking because they were outright anti-

crown, anti-Jubilee, or anti-Elizabeth; 

rather, they were shocking because they 

“said the present was a lie” and accused 

the crown and its public displays of  

being a part of  that lie.xxxii Though 

the Queen herself  was not entirely to 

blame—the song, as Lydon notes in the 

above interview, was “nothing personal” 

against Elizabeth herself—the institution 

that bared her name still propagated a 

cushy and elaborate dream for England 

via golden carriages, gloved hands, and 

expensive dresses.xxxiii There was “no 

future” in that dreaming, not in the 

seventies and certainly not to the Pistols.
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A Party on the River Thames, 

June 7th, 1977

Rather than call for the end of  the 

monarchy because it was not meaningful 

or authentically connected to its subjects 

in any way, the Pistols wanted to show 

the royal family and its inner circle the 

right way to celebrate in the seventies: in 

cramped quarters, with amplifiers dialed 

to ten, and people shoving each other 

around. Though Thames River Boat 

Party was not the Pistols’ idea, Lydon 

wanted it to be just like one of  the Pistols’ 

shows: a gathering of  young punks who 

drank, celebrated, and connected with 

something bigger than—but still true 

to—themselves. The party would be 

drunken, ugly, and messy, but authentic.
xxxiv If  the band could do that on the River 

Thames, they would set an example for 

Queen and for Britain: this is what the 

Queen’s Jubilee boat party is not, but 

what it could and should look like.

Instead, Malcolm McLaren had 

packed the U.S.S. Elizabeth with fakes 

who pulled rank and relished in the circus 

he had created. Before even stepping 

aboard the boat, Lydon became aware 

of  the phoniness in the atmosphere, and 

fell into “a terrible mood [because] here 

was this anarchist group, the Sex Pistols, 

with people like Richard Branson on 

the boat that he [thought] should [have 

been] there”.xxxv Evidently, then, rather 

than highlight the accessibility and 

meaningfulness of  the punk boat party, 

the Pistols’ Thames River Boat Party 

became just as inaccessible and exclusive 

as the royal Jubilee fleet. It violated 

everything the band thought they stood 

for. As Lydon notes, June 7th was not 

the day the Pistols showcased authentic 

celebration to the Queen and to Britain. 

Rather, it was the day the Pistols had 

“played to a captive audience who [had] 

to pretend” that they liked punk. What 

“selfish rubbish that was”.xxxvi

Despite the failure of  the 1977 Thames 

River Boat Party, Lydon acknowledges 

that Elizabeth and her family have fallen 

more in-step with the Pistols’ vision 

since 1977. Such an acknowledgement 

is important. It suggests that the royal 

family could, with some effort, break free 

of  the inauthenticity they are routinely 

held hostage to. In one 2002 interview 

about Queen Elizabeth’s Golden Jubilee, 

for example, Lydon states “that the queen 

couldn’t organise a piss-up in a palace…

the best she can do by way of  a gig is 

have Elton John tinkle the ivories”.xxxvii  

Despite how pathetic the Jubilee seemed 
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to Lydon, he does note the authenticity 

of  its disorder, which did not exist in 

1977.xxxviii In an interview with The Sun 

tabloid about Prince William and Kate 

Middleton, Lydon talks about William’s 

mother. “Princess Di,” was “fantastic… 

[because she] refused to turn up and just 

be a cartoon character in someone else’s 

charade”.xxxix Dianna was certainly at 

times erratic, but she was real to Lydon, 

very much in-step with the disorder he 

thought was worth embracing in 1977.

Evidently, it was never that the crown 

was broken forever. Rather, it was that 

the crown was out-of-touch and could be 

pieced back together if  royals followed 

the blueprint laid out by the Pistols and 

their boat party and its original intent.

Union Jack, Plaid, and the Queen: 

The Britishness of  Punk Fashion

While the boat party attempted to 

display authenticity and accessibility the 

Queen and Britain ought to take note of, 

the Pistols’ fashion forced authenticity 

and accessibility back into the crown on 

their own terms. Though iconoclastic 

and anarchical, the Sex Pistols did not 

intend these traits to be interpreted 

as destructive. Rather, their fashion is 

better understood as a reconstruction 

of  traditionally British symbols by 

combining them with punk trinkets and 

original alterations to forge a coherent 

punk identity. As Ruth Adams puts it, the 

project that the Sex Pistols initiated was

a subculture constructed through a process of  

collage, of  bricolage. Bits and pieces of  both 

officially sanctioned and popular English 

culture, politics and history were brought together 

in a chaotic, uneasy admixture to form a new 

culture—a culture that arguably spot lit the very 

institutions that it nominally sought to destroyxl

The band tried to embody what Sex 

Pistols’ confidant Derek Jarman calls 

“English archetypes” in themselves. The 

Pistols sought to forge strong relationships 

with traditional and contemporaneous 

British culture.xli In fact, Malcolm 

McLaren defined himself  as a “Charles 

Dickens” type, while Lydon, in Julien 

Temples’ The Filth and the Fury, 

claimed to model both his character and 

his stage act on Shakespeare’s Richard 

III—gangly, ugly, and absurd. In the 

documentary, Lydon’s narration was 

almost always coupled with scenes from 

the 1955 King Richard movie with 

Lawrence Olivier.xlii The band and its 

inner circle of  punks were engaged in 

what Jarman calls “a reinvention of  the 

past”.xliii Regularly, the Pistols sought to 

create an identity true to themselves but 
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also to Britishness, tradition, and history. 

This kind of  reinvention, of  course, bled 

quite heavily over into performative 

fashion.

The Queen, though perhaps the most 

controversial, was not the first symbol 

the Pistols twisted and turned around 

for the sake of  their outfits. Before her, 

the union jack was regularly used by the 

Pistols in clothing and for album art, and 

traditional Scottish tartan was co-opted 

for the stage. Often, these quintessentially 

British symbols were coupled with less 

attractive punk pieces and designs like 

safety pins: spiky hair, rips and tears, and 

blocky lettering.xliv Through fashion, the 

Pistols created an “authentic” fashion 

style very intimately tied to British 

tradition, whether they intended to or 

not.

Queen Elizabeth, as a symbol of  

Britishness herself, became the center-

piece of  a shirt all four young men and 

their fans regularly wore. It is, in typical 

Sex Pistols’ fashion, torn up and ratty 

looking as a total insult to her Majesty, 

who would never consent that her image 

be used for that sort of  thing. Uses of  

the Queen in album art and promotional 

posters by the Pistols work similarly. In 

many cases, there are black blocks over 

Elizabeth’s eyes and mouth, and some sort 

of  lettering, like “God Save the Queen,” is 

usually printed in ransom font on top of  

her face. Though the shirts and art may 

seem offensive, what they really did was 

turn Her Highness into something that 

connected more meaningfully with punks 

than any gilded chariot ever could. With a 

safety pin through her nose, Her Majesty 

resembles any one of  the “Bromley 

Contingents” that followed the Pistols 

around. She becomes relatable, a punk, 

and finally cool. Even the album cover, 

which may look less endearing, made 

Elizabeth punk. By blocking out her eyes 

and mouth, the Queen becomes a vessel 

which then carries punks’ purposes and 

philosophies. Britain’s Queen Elizabeth 

appears on the shirt and on the art, but 

she becomes the Pistols’ Lizzie.
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Conclusion

Thankfully, God saved the Queen from 

the seventies. The Sex Pistols’ charades 

were met with fierce criticism not only 

among old, high-level British aristocrats 

and statesmen, but from regular Britons 

of  all backgrounds in the streets of  

London. To look at the Pistols’ alternative 

Jubilee and see nothing but contempt 

for and a longing to destroy monarchy, 

as many did in 1977, is misguided. The 

Pistols were born into an era in which the 

meaning, national identity, and security 

that underpinned monarchy and public 

display eroded. The band understood and 

expressed the sentiment of  the decade 

with “God Save the Queen”. Rather 

than demand an end to monarchy, the 

band simply wanted their Queen to be 

more authentic, accessible, fun, real, and 

relatable. They figured Britons ought to 

be able to really interact with their royals, 

not as hardened relics above them on 

carriages and wrapped in embroidered 

silk, but as people more like them than 

not. This narrative has shifted in the age 

of  Dianna, Princess of  Wales, when the 

monarchy became keenly aware that to 

survive, it must relate meaningfully to its 

subjects. Though having fizzled with the 

death of  Sid Vicious and the breakup of  

the band in 1979, the Sex Pistols sang, 

with heart, for meaning and authenticity 

on the part of  the monarch.
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